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The Czech Geological Survey (CGS), established by the Ministry 
of the Environment to carry out the duty of state geological 
survey, is also a leading research institution in the fi eld of 
geoscience in the Czech Republic. It has the largest production 
of geoscientifi c publications with impact factor and plays a major 
role in international research activities. I would like to highlight 
several outstanding results we achieved in 2015. The Czech 
Geological Survey publishes the journal Bulletin of Geosciences, 
which is the successor of the original Bulletin (Věstník), founded 
by the State Geological Institute of the Czechoslovak Republic 
as early as in 1925. Based on an agreement between the Czech 
Geological Survey and the Czech Geological Society, this journal 
has since 2007 assumed a prominent role of a globally renowned 
periodical dealing with the issues of palaeoenvironmental 
research and study of life on the Earth. The Bulletin of Geosciences 
acquired the impact factor 1.70 for the year 2015. It is ranked as 
the third most signifi cant Czech scientifi c bulletin and it features 
an open-access policy. We have to thank for this outstanding 
achievement to the editor-in-chief of this journal Mr. Jiří Frýda, 
who has been fulfi lling this challenging role since 2006. Publishing 
this top-rank Bulletin is an enormous service to our own and the 
international professional community and we are also grateful 
for the fi nancial support granted by the Palacký University in 
Olomouc, the Museum of West Bohemia in Pilsen and the 
Section of Earth Sciences of the Czech Academy of Sciences. 
On the other hand, the Czech Geological Survey has been a major 
supporter of the closely related magazine Journal of Geosciences 
published by the Czech Geological Society led by its editor-in-
chief and our colleague Mr. Vojtěch Janoušek. This journal focuses 
in a comprehensive manner on geology, petrology, tectonics 
and structural geology of crystalline complexes and orogenic 
processes. It also achieved a brilliant success with IF = 1.326. 

Paradoxically, publishing of these journals, which largely 
contributes to our researchers being recognized internationally, is 
not enough appreciated in the evaluation of research institutions, 
be it by the Ministries or by the Research, Development and 
Innovation Council of the Czech Government. Finances for 
a research institution are most eff ectively acquired by top-ranking 
publications with high impact factor. The CGS research teams, 
which have the peak-quality publishing production, concentrate 
on study of the lithosphere, in particular on the orogenic belts 
and the inherent deformational, metamorphic and magmatic 
processes and on the non-traditional isotope system assessment. 
Biochemical research focused on element cycles, environment 
pollution and on vegetation health and resilience condition is 
another very productive domain, as well as the work of the team 
involved in the study of life and environment in the past. 

Along with describing the achievements in the basic-research 
programs, I would also like to emphasize the international 
activities of the Czech Geological Survey, which are applied-

science based and fi nanced at present by the Czech Development 
Agency. In 2015, a three-year project of geological mapping 
at a scale of 1:50,000 including the assessment of mineral 
potential in the Khovd Aimag in the western Mongolian Altay 
was fi nished, covering  an area of almost 1,800 km2. A project 
aimed at assessment of landslides endangering settlements, an 
international road and powerlines is being run for two consecutive 
years in the Dusheti area, Georgia. Three localities have been 
selected for installation of slope movement monitoring devices 
linked to an early warning system. The project also includes setting 
up a database of slope instabilities similar to the one that has been 
successfully operated on a long-term basis in the Czech Republic. 

The year 2015 saw two projects being implemented in 
Ethiopia. Objective of the fi rst project was promoting geoscience 
education at universities in Addis Ababa and Arba Minch in the 
fi eld of geological and environmental hazards. Approximately 
sixty MSc. and Ph.D. students participated in our educational 
program. The second project of the CGS conducted in Ethiopia 
concentrated on the study of processes that threaten agricultural 
production in the East African Rift System and aimed at mitigating 
the impact of those processes thus securing sustainable utilization 
of agricultural land, water resources as well as of the local 
infrastructure. All the above-mentioned international projects 
have been highly appreciated in the receiving countries and the 
Czech Geological Survey has been invited to prepare follow-up 
activities. 

In conclusion, let me express my warmest thanks to all the 
staff  members of the Czech Geological Survey who contribute to 
enhancing its professional prestige in our country and overseas. 

Director’s Introduction 
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Zdeněk Venera



Geological maps provide comprehensive information on the geological structure of the territory of the Czech 
Republic. They are used in environmental protection, assessment of geohazards including the impacts of 
floods, mineral deposit exploration, evaluation of groundwater resources and strategic or land-use planning.
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Geologická mapa České republiky 
v měřítku 1 : 2

Geological mapping
Geological mapping is one of the main activities of the Czech 
Geological Survey since its formation. In 2015, thanks to the new 
methods, procedures related to documentation and processing of 
geological samples were improved. All the acquired data including 
information about the thin section material and chemical analyses 
are stored in a uniform geological database substantial for the 

geological and thematic map production. The map sheets and 
accompanying explanatory booklets are compiled on the basis 
of a unifi ed legend, which enables an easy link up with adjoining 
sheets.

Geological maps at 1:25,000 scale
The project of geological base mapping of the Czech Republic 
at a scale of 1:25,000 involves creation of geological maps with 
a graphic legend, supplemented by marginal data. The geological 
map is accompanied by thematic maps, in particular maps of 
mineral resources and environmental geofactors. Bedrock maps, 
tectonic maps or other maps were also compiled for some areas. 
The explanatory booklets sum up information on character 
and quality of rock environment. The attention is paid also to 
protection of signifi cant geological localities and interaction 
between lithosphere and biosphere. These outputs are created 

Geological and thematic maps
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D a v i d  B u r i á n e k 

P r o j e c t  l e a d e r 
f o r  g e o l o g i c a l  m a p p i n g 
o f  t h e  C z e c h  R e p u b l i c  1 : 2 5 , 0 0 0

Geological map of the Czech Republic at 1 : 25,000 scale, 
sheet Valašské Meziříčí (25-142).
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by specialists in geochemistry, geophysics, hydrogeology, 
engineering geology, structural geology, economic geology, 
and environmental geology. Thus, a gradual completion of the 
national geological map database by detailed data on the rock 
environment gets underway and a database of the open geologic 
server www.geology.cz is created in the course of the survey. 

At present, the Regional Geologic Mapping Project at 1:25,000 
scale encompasses 25 map sheets in various stages of completion. 
The work is going on in eight areas: in the Železné hory Mountains 
National Geopark, in the Nové Hrady Mountains, in Pošumaví (the 
Bohemian Forest Area), in Český ráj (the Bohemian Paradise), in 
Českomoravská vysočina (the Bohemian-Moravian Highlands), 
in Central Moravia, on the territory of the former Vojenský újezd 
Brdy (Brdy military domain) and in the Moravian Karst Protected 
Landscape Area. 

Contribution to territorial development 
and landscape ecosystem
The environmental geofactor maps at 1:25,000 scale are an 
integral part of the newly completed geological map set at 
the same scale. Environmental issues are dealt with in a special 
chapter of the explanatory booklet. The above-mentioned map 
and the accompanying chapter in the explanatory booklet 
summarize data gathered by fi eld survey coupled by the 
results of laboratory analyses of soil, rock and water. Therefore, 
they represent important source of information on the rock 
environment protection, including mineral resources protection 
and groundwater protection. The state administration as well 
as the general public can fi nd information on groundwater 
management zones, as well as on magnitude of slope instabilities 
or chemical composition of soils and main rock types there. In 
addition to the inorganic pollutant analyses, areas in the vicinity 
of large conurbations are subject to soil sample analyses focusing 
on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCB) and organochlorinated pesticides (OCP). These 
data serve then for demarcating hazardous areas with respect to 
bedrock geochemistry, extent of anthropogenic contaminations 
and confl icts of interest. On top of that, areas deserving protection 
with respect to geology and landscape ecosystem are designated 

# Upgraded accuracy of geological unit boundaries thanks to new 
mapping is obvious even from the chart showing geological position 
of Valašské Meziříčí sheet.

#  Photomicrograph of a garnet 
from eclogite found in the course 
of geological mapping at Karlov 
in the Českomoravská vrchovina 
Highland. 
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there. The 1:25,000 geological maps provide baseline information 
for the creation of an integrated map system and database 
applications, for instance the database of important geological 
localities, slope instabilities, decorative stones or radon risk maps.

Follow-up research
A number of data gathered during the geological mapping are 
being used for professional paper writing. The year 2015 saw for 
example the publication of a study of the granite dykes that had 
intruded the Moldanubian granulite complexes or an evaluation 
of magnetic structure of volcanic dykes in the Western Carpathian 
fl ysch zone.  



In 2015, regional geological research followed up with mapping that uses specialized methods focusing 
on tectonometamorphic evolution, magmatic processes and geological structures.  

Regional geological research
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Partially worked out basanite intrusions in the tuff  cone 
at Zebín near Jičín (photo by V. Rapprich).

An outline of regional geological investigations
The “NÁVRAT” centre carried on studies of genesis and growth of 
the continental crust in orogenic belts and the role of the primitive 
and diff erentiated members of Cenozoic alkaline volcanism in the 
lithosphere of the Bohemian Massif. In addition, geochronological 
methods have been introduced, for example 40Ar/39Ar, Sm-Nd 
and Lu-Hf in situ dating of garnets and measurement of Re, Sm 
and Nd isotope concentrations using the LA-ICP-MS, LASS-ICPMS 
and TIMS technologies. These methods were also utilized in studies 

of Brunovistulicum and Moravicum terranes, of the pre-collisional 
geotectonic development of eastern margin of the Bohemian 
Massif, in the Mongolian Altay and Moroccan Meseta. An 
innovative methodology of 3D geologic modelling was developed 
for potential nuclear waste repositories and in the tectonic 
revisions in the environment of Temelín and Dukovany. Moreover, 
applied research involved 3D construction of the base of the 
Doupov Mts volcanic rocks, geological model of the Bohemian 
Cretaceous Basin and 3D structure-geological borehole models on 

J a r o s l a v a  P e r t o l d o v á 

H e a d  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t 
o f  R e g i o n a l  G e o l o g y 
o f  C r y s t a l l i n e  C o m p l e x e s 

V l a d i s l a v  R a p p r i c h 

H e a d  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t 
o f  R e g i o n a l  G e o l o g y 
o f  S e d i m e n t a r y  F o r m a t i o n s
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Čertovka and Kraví hora sites (models of Bukov I and II, Horka and 
Čihadlo sites are in progress). Petrographic description of rocks in 
the Bukov mine adit and a study of vein-related mineralizations 
in the Rožná-Olší district have been completed. Pressure solution 
of minerals was investigated by means of transmission electron 
microscopy with focused ion beam. Thermal loading of rocks near 
Mokrsko was examined for potential underground storage of 
thermal energy and three utility examples and certifi cation of the 
methodology were approved. Within the framework of bentonite 
stability study, analysis of its interaction with tonalite was carried 
out. Possibilities of utilization of remote sensing methods in the 
fi eld of environmental monitoring were presented in the book 
form. Solution of problems of the fusion of sensor data with 
diff erent spatial and spectral resolution was highly appreciated 
at a conference. In addition to geological maps with explanatory 
notes, in total – sixty scientifi c articles in internationally recognized 
magazines, fi ve books and eight chapters only on crystalline 
complexes were published; additional contributions were 
published in local periodicals. Members of the team were involved 
in geology popularization, education and teaching activities. 

Metamorphic rocks
Existence of the Fe and Ti rich immiscible melt with primary 
magnetite in eclogite and peridotite from the Blanský les area 
was published in the journal American Mineralogist. A new 
petrological model of continental subduction of Brunia by means 
of thermodynamic methods was described. Investigation of the 
Gföhl orthogneisses migmatization in the Waldviertel area of 
Lower Austria was completed. Reconstruction of the topmost 
conditions and the exhumation path of microdiamond bearing 
rocks from northern Bohemia were prepared, and melting and 
metasomatism processes have been proved in the associated 
peridotites. Study of trace elements, O and Hf isotopes from 
granulites and peridotites improved our knowledge about zircon 
behaviour in the extreme mantle conditions. Secondary minerals 
in burning coal mine tips and pyrometamorphosed rocks have 
been described in an international monograph.    
 
Magmatic rocks
Anisotropy methods of magnetic susceptibility and of EBSD were 
applied for a number of studies and for a new model of magmatic 
structures in the Vosges Mountains and Bohemian Massif. 

Structural analysis of granitic bodies of the Bohemian Massif and 
of the US Northwest was carried out and geodynamic evolution of 
Variscan complexes was deciphered. The samples collected in the 
course of a fi eld-mapping project in Western Mongolia and U/Pb 
zircon dating were made use of for an article describing magma 
character in the Togtokhinshil massif. Monograph Geochemical 

Modelling of Igneous Processes – Principles and Recipes in R Language 
by Janoušek et al. (2016) and released by Springer Publishers 
belongs to the most important publications. 

Volcanic rocks   
Research of volcanic systems focused on the study of magma 
ascent under the pyroclastic cone conditions. Cooperation with 
the New Mexico Highlands University (USA) and Blaise Pascal 
University (France) brought about a complete reconstruction 
of magmatic evolution of the Trosky palaeo-volcano and was 
popularized in an animation studio; Zebín is being studied at 
present. In 2015, processing of data from the Corbetti volcano in 
Ethiopia necessary for the assessment of volcanic evolution and 
degree of hazard for the surrounding towns was completed. 

Sediments
Genetic, mechanical, biogenic and diagenetic plastic deformation 
types were defi ned for lacustrine sediments of the Krkonoše 
Piedmont Basin’s Semily Formation (Sm-1 borehole near the 
Ploužnice village). The research highlighted natural endogenic 
conditions of their genesis (for example water level fl uctuations) 
in basins, in contrast to the theories postulating the origin within 
the remote seismicity context not responding to a broader 
facies- and basin-related context. Boreholes drilled in the course 
of the Review of Groundwater Resources project have provided 
valuable data from the Bohemian Cretaceous Basin. Thousands 
of older boreholes had been revised and analyzed during the 
geological model construction. The resulting aquifer geometry-
oriented models have modifi ed the concept of structural setting 
of the Bohemian Cretaceous Basin, function of faults and their 
relation to bending structures. The exploration of the northern 
part of Třeboň Basin revealed presence of approximately twenty 
(more than 1 km large and up to 12 m deep) lacustrine basins 
underlying the present-day pond. Those lakes originated at the 
end of Pleistocene and may have existed until the 16th century, 
when the Třeboň ponds were being founded. The instrumental 
and biological analysis of the discovered lake sediments provided 
invaluable information about development of the environment 
that had prevailed during the past 16 thousand years. Study of the 
Bohemian and Moravian loess deposits brought new ideas of the 
Quaternary climate evolution in Central Europe. 

# The 3D model of geological setting around the Bukov mine adit.

# Many ponds in the Třeboň area 
are underlain by lacustrine basins 
from the last glacial period. Their 
sediments are widely applicable 
as a valuable archive documenting 
environmental changes. Sediment 
sampling from the frozen-over 
Bošilecký pond (photo by J. Prach).



The study of global changes during the geological history is focused mainly on global events (“bioevents”) 
that markedly influenced the evolution of the overall biodiversity of marine or terrestrial ecosystems.
Using palaeontological, sedimentological and geochemical methods, the team of scientists from the CGS 
analyses the changes in selected abiotic characteristics of the palaeoenvironment (for instance changes 
of sea water temperature or the carbon cycle in marine ecosystem) and parameters describing the evolution 
of palaeodiversity before, during and after global crises. Palaeodiversity evolution analysis therefore comprises 
time-consuming taxonomical, palaeoecological and palaeobiogeographical research.  

Global changes in the past
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In 2015, the team of scientists studying global changes in the 
Earth’s history consisted of 17 researchers, 4 Ph.D. students and 
one technical assistant with the total work capacity of 9 full-time 
jobs per year. The team members are as follows: Eva Břízová, 
Petr Budil, Pavel Čáp, Jana Drábková, Lenka Ferrová, Jiří Frýda, 
Jan Hošek, Michal Kubajko, Richard Lojka, Štěpán Manda, 
Marika Polechová, Zbyněk Šimůnek, Alena Tichá, Petra Tonarová, 
Radek Vodrážka, Stanislava Vodrážková and Zuzana Tasáryová.  

International activities
Every year, the team members participate in scientific activities  
of several IGCP projects. Some of them are active in a number  
of sub-commissions of the International Commission on 
Stratigraphy (International Union of Geological Sciences)  
as members or corresponding members. 

Teaching activities
Members of the scientific team participate in education of 
Ph.D. students as “supervisors” in Charles University and the Czech 
University of Life Sciences Prague. There, they are guarantees  
of several professional subjects, providing master’s degree 
students and postdoctoral students a number of lecture-courses  
on “Evolution of global ecosystems”, “Geochemistry”, 
“Palaeoecology”, and partly on “Zoology”.       

Serving scientific community 
Jiří Frýda and Štěpán Manda, members of our team, lead the 
international scientific journal Bulletin of Geosciences. This journal 
with an IF 1.7 is currently an important international journal in the 
field of palaeontology and the 3rd top-ranking geoscience journal 
in the Czech Republic.

Publishing activity
In 2015, members of the scientific team studying global 
changes in the Earth’s history published or submitted in total 
24 peer-reviewed scientific papers in IF-indexed journals. 

Overview of the main results 
!   Polechová (2015) published a study on the youngest 

representative of the genus Ribeiria (Rostroconchia) from  
the Upper Ordovician of the Prague Basin. Her paper contains 
a study of functional morphology in Ordovician ribeiroids  
and their palaeobiogeographic distribution.

!  Polechová (2016) submitted the results of a research of the 
evolutionary significant early Ordovician bivalves of Morocco. 
Her study also tackled the palaeobiogeography and bivalve 
evolutionary centres in the Lower Ordovician. Results of this 
study corroborate an important change in ecological strategies 
at primitive bivalves.  

!  Tonarová et al. (2016) studied the remnants of mid-Devonian 
Polychaeta from the type localities in the Eifel mountain 
range. Unique conservation of jaws of these worms enabled 
enhancing the knowledge of this group’s phylogeny.

!  Tonarová et al. (2015a; in preparation) carried out studies of 
influence of the Daleje Event on fossil ecosystem. Their paper has  
brought proofs of the first rich jaw assemblage of mid-Devonian 
polychaetid worms and chitinozoans in the Prague Basin.         

!  Impacts on the polychaetid fauna of one of the greatest 
extinction events at the Ordovician-Silurian boundary were 
studied in the type areas on the Anticosti Island (Hints et al. 
2015, Hints et al. in press) and in Estonia (Tonarová et al. 2015). 

!  Manda & Turek (2015) studied palaeoecological significance 
of coloring of Silurian orthocone cephalopods. The adaptive 
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coloring served as a defense against predatory animals,  
as is the case of the living genus Nautilus.

!  Farkaš & Frýda (2016) studied the development of isotopic 
composition of calcium across the Lau Event.

!  Frýda & Frýdová (2015) studied the influence of dolomitization 
on the isotopic composition of carbon in Silurian limestones.

 !  A monograph was published about relation between the 
global carbon cycle and the changes in faunal assemblages 
and about the taxonomy of Silurian graptolite faunas of Spain 
(Loydell et al. 2015). 

!  The first evidence of the Sheinwoodian carbon isotope 
excursion from the peri-Gondwana was published (Frýda et al. 

2015).
!  Following the deliberations of the International Subcommission 

on Silurian Stratigraphy on the change of the GSSP (Global 
Boundary Stratotype Section and Point) interval Aeronian, 
a chemostratigraphic analysis of this interval was made for the 
first time in the Prague Basin (Frýda & Štorch 2015).

!  Kumpan et al. (2015) carried out and published a detailed 
stratigraphic analysis of the Devonian/Carboniferous boundary 
in Germany.

!  Elbra et al. (2015) published a study of re-magnetization  
of titanium magnetite of selected Silurian volcanic rocks  
of the Prague Basin.

!  Mergl et al. (2016, submitted) analyzed the macro-evolutionary 
trend in Conularia.

!  Štorch et al. (2016) investigated both lithologically and  
bio-stratigraphically the Wenlock/Ludlow boundary near 
Nesvačily in the Prague Basin. The result of their study is 
a greater accuracy being applied in defining graptolite  
biozones used for worldwide correlation between terranes.    

!  In summer 2015, Štorch et al. organized a workshop and  
an excursion for the International Subcommission on Silurian 
Stratigraphy of the IUGS focused on the study of reference 
sections for the Aeronian and Homerian intervals.  
The workshop participants were presented with candidate 
sections of both stages of the Prague Basin vying for granting 
of the GSSP. 

!  Holcová & Vodrážková (2015) presented at an international 
conference in Plymouth a study about the changes in the 
foraminiferal assemblages of the Prague Basin during the Lower 
and Middle Devonian. The documented homeomorphism of 
Lower Devonian agglutinated foraminifera with the calcareous 
foraminifera of the Middle Devonian may indicate their affinity 
and also be linked with changes of the ocean geochemistry, 
since the agglutinated vanish from the record in the Middle 
Devonian.  

!  Vodrážková et al. (2015) presented at an international 
conference in Brussels a study about rare occurrences  
of sedimentary structures of the Srbsko Formation, which 
they interpreted as being due to the presence of microbial 
envelopes during the sedimentation.

!  Vodička et al. (2015) described chitinozoans of the Letná 
Formation in the Prague Basin (the Upper Ordovician).

!  At the “5th International Symposium on the Silurian System  
and the 5th Annual Meeting of the IGCP 591” in Québec, 

Canada, following contributions were presented:  
“Chitinozoans across lundgreni and kozlowski events: 
a comparison of the extinction pattern” (Vodička & Manda 
2015) and “Carbon isotope chemostratigraphy: new data  
from peri-Gondwana” (Frýda & Frýdová 2015). 

!  Tonarová et al. (2015b) presented the results concerning 
changes of the polychaetes worm assemblages between 
the Ordovician and Silurian periods in today Estonia, at an 
international conference “5th International Symposium on the 
Silurian System and the 5th Annual Meeting of the IGCP 591”.

!  Šimůnek & Bureš (2015) published dispersion cuticles and 
conductive tissues of a Carboniferous horsetail genus 
Sphenophyllum from the Donetsk Basin in the Ukraine. 

!  Šimůnek & Haldovský (2015) published a revision of Cordaites 
from Radnice beds of the Kladno-Rakovník Basin.  

!  Šimůnek (2015) defined cuticles on the basis of a type material 
Cordaites palmaeformis deposited in Poland and described 
a new cuticle type Cordaites principaloides Šimůnek. 

!  A reconstruction of the palaeoenvironment having prevailed 
during part of the Lower Silurian and based on redox-sensitive 
elements was carried out by Pašava et al. (2016).   

!  Miospore assemblages were newly found in sediments  
of the Brandov Carboniferous relic despite their being 
extremely highly coalified deposits, and based on their 
interpretation, the overall floristic picture was largely upgraded 
(Šimůnek et al. in press).

!  Palynological methods were first used in studying the 
Carboniferous sediment relic between Lísek and Hýskov 
(Stárková, Šimůnek & Drábková in press); the mio- and 
megaspore assemblages have largely enhanced the 
knowledge of composition of the Carboniferous vegetation  
in this relic. 

!  Brzobohatý et al. (2015) used strontium isotopes for correlating 
the Miocene of Moravia and France.

!  Bek et al. (2015) studied around 90 individuals of a sub-
arborescent lycopsid plant Sporangiostrobus feistmantelii 
(Feismantel) Němejc from the Bolsovian stage of central  
and western Bohemia. Based on new data concerning the 
spores, sporangia of vegetative and reproductive parts,  
a new combination of Omphalophloios feistmantelli  
(O. Feistmantel) comb. nov. emend. has been suggested. 
Omphalophloios has been interpreted as a plant with a fitting 
life strategy and capability of rapidly colonizing local habitats, 
in particular those with reduced competition, preferring peat 
bogs and mixed peat-clastic marshes. 

!  Opluštil et al. (2015) highlighted the cyclic pattern  
of fluvial sediments of the upper Radnice beds (Bolsovian)  
in the Kladno-Rakovník Basin and focused on the analysis  
of palaeosoil sections in the hanging wall of the fluvial cycles. 

!  Hošek et al. (2015) have carried out a multi-disciplinary analysis 
of Pleistocene deposits of Bohemia and Moravia.

J i ř í  F r ý d a

C o o r d i n a t o r  o f  t h e  s t r a t e g i c  p l a n  
f o r  r e s e a r c h  i n t o  g l o b a l  c h a n g e s



The study of biogeochemical processes in individual ecosystem compartments is a prerequisite 
for understanding the vulnerability of landscape in an era of climatic change. Critical load assessment 
and long-term monitoring of mass element fluxes provide valuable information on the quality of soils, 
surface and ground waters, the health status of forests and potential exposure to hazards. Our activities 
also include geohazard monitoring and compilation of information for policy-makers and the public.

Landscape vulnerability analysis
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Sample collection for determination of chromium 
isotopic composition.

Calcium isotopes in forest ecosystems
In 2015, we completed the fi rst calcium isotope study in forest 
ecosystems of the Czech Republic. We determined the δ44Ca 
values of bedrock, soils, soil solutions, vegetation, and atmospheric 

deposition in four catchments of the GEOMON network. We used 
diff erences in calcium isotopic ratios to identify the sources of 
bioavailable Ca and sources of Ca for surface runoff . Nutrient-poor 
catchments (leucogranites and orthogneisses) and nutrient-rich 
catchments (amphibolites and serpentinites) were studied.  
In the past, atmospheric Ca deposition in the Orlické hory 
Mts was 13times higher than that in the Slavkov Forest. 
A sizeable fraction of that deposition came from industrial sources. 
At present, Ca deposition rate is decreasing. Even on bedrock 
containing isotopically light Ca did runoff  contain isotopically 
heavy Ca. Isotopic composition of Ca in runoff  corresponded 
to atmospheric deposition and to residual solutions following 
preferential uptake of isotopically light Ca into organic matter. 

M a r t i n  N o v á k

H e a d  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t 
o f  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  G e o c h e m i s t r y 
a n d  B i o g e o c h e m i s t r y 



Ca isotopic analyses were performed at the Saskatchewan 
University laboratories in Canada. 

Isotope tracing of cadmium in industrially polluted 
areas
Isotopic signatures of cadmium in industrial waste were compared 
with isotopic composition of cadmium in samples of ores and 
coal. Samples of soil profi les, precipitation and organic ecosystem 
compartments collected near industrial sites were also analysed. 
Cadmium isotopes proved to be an effi  cient tool in source 
apportionment studies.  

Biogeochemical modelling
In 2015, inventory of environmentally relevant elements in soils, 
biomass and solutes from 14 forest catchments of the GEOMON 
network (www.geology.cz/geomon) was under way. These data 
complement the hydrogeochemical monitoring programme 
in the GEOMON network initiated in 1994. The results of 

experimental manipulation of soil acidity and nitrogen availability 
on soil organic matter cycle were presented at the Acid Rain 
2015 conference (www.geology.cz/slavonic). Negative impact of 
acidifi cation on forest productivity in the 1980s and a surprising 
increase in forest growth during the past two decades was studied 
in the Krkonoše Mts. The results highlight the fundamental 
infl uence of soil acidifi cation and eutrophication on forest 
productivity. 

Development of the MAGIC biogeochemical model focuses on 
seasonal modelling of carbon and nitrogen cycles in ecosystems. 
Seasonal nitrate dynamics in surface waters were successfully 
simulated for four European river basins.

Biogeochemical research in the Slavkov Forest 
catchments
For seven years, the geochemically contrasting forest catchments 
of the Slavkov Forest (Lysina, Na Zeleném and Pluhův bor) have 
been serving as a critical zone observatory within CZEN (the 
Critical Zone Exploration Network). Relations between nutrients 
in the soil, spruce-dominated forest and symbiotically living 

w w w. g e o l o g y. c z / e x t r a n e t - e n g / s c i e n c e / l a n d s c a p e - v u l n e r a b i l i t y
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mushrooms have been investigated in cooperation with the 
Swedish University of Lund since 2009. Evaluating the relations 
of physical and chemical soil parameters of the main European 
critical zone observatories has shown that iron hydroxides 
have a fundamental infl uence on soil aggregate formation. 
The behaviour of total dissolved mercury in surface waters was 
investigated in cooperation with the Geology Institute of the 
AS CR and the US Geological Survey. Historical atmospheric 
deposition from lignite burning and high organic carbon 
concentration in waters have caused very high Hg concentrations 
at Lysina and Pluhův bor. 

Critical loads of sulphur and nitrogen
Calculations of critical loads of sulphur and nitrogen have 
highlighted areas vulnerable to acidifi cation and eutrophication. 
Critical loads for forest ecosystems were calculated on the basis 
of grain size and chemical composition of soils, hydrologic 
properties and biomass removal caused by woodcutting. The 
eff ects of eutrophication are to be expected in areas of excessive 
critical load values of reactive nitrogen. The limit reactive nitrogen 
value is a quantity at which the forests show a decreasing 
Vaccinium myrtillus occurrence and increasing domination of 
common grasses. Excess in nitrogen loads has been detected on 
two thirds of the total forested area of the Czech Republic. The 
manifestations of excessive acidifi cation of forest ecosystems 
marked by exceeded critical loads of sulphur and nitrogen occur 
approximately on 15% of the territory.  

Radon risk 
We focused on Rn spatial variations and dose rate input on 
tectonic lines. In total, 38 detailed profi les in metamorphic rocks 
of the Blanice Furrow and granitic rocks of the Central Bohemian 
Pluton were measured. Most Rn concentration profi les depended 
on the bedrock lithology, yet a strong correlation between 
the two measured variables has not always been recorded. 

In order to raise public awareness, information about radon 
risk in bedrock was provided in the form of A2-format posters 
to 42 municipalities in South Bohemia, Liberec and Vysočina 
regions. 

# Information about radon risk for municipalities with extended 
administrative structure.

# Sample collection equipment for determination of isotopic 
composition of cadmium.



In 2015, hydrogeological research in the Czech Geological Survey focused on evaluation of groundwater resources 
in the reviewed hydrogeological zones. This included a study of the impacts of human activities on natural 
groundwater resources and a sustainability study of their usage and protection. The applied hydrogeological 
research encompassed a number of projects related to prospecting for and evaluation of suitable environment 
for underground repositories and reservoirs including a deep radioactive waste disposal repository. 

Groundwater research and evaluation
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Groundwater overfl ow from the A2 aquifer in the Police Basin. Water well 4110 03AT Velké Petrovice, 
drilled for the Review of Groundwater Resources project, yield ca 20 l.s–1 (photo by P. Čáp).

Review of Groundwater Resources 
The objective of the project Review of Groundwater Resources is 
an appraisal revision of state of groundwater resources covering 
approximately one third of territory of the Czech Republic. The 

year 2015 saw an intensive borehole exploration of selected 
hydrogeological structures. In total, 210 exploration boreholes 
were drilled. One hundred and twenty boreholes will be used 
for monitoring groundwater level in the Quaternary, Tertiary and 
Cretaceous aquifers in the next years. Hydrodynamic testing of 
those aquifers and subsequent determination of their hydraulic 
parameters were carried out. Three thousand samples of 
groundwater and surface waters were collected. 

Geophysical investigation of the aquifers involved areal 
gravity survey, airborne exploration, areal geophysical 
measurements and refl ection shooting. The results have enabled 
acquiring inside knowledge of the geometry of hydrogeological 
structures and their boundary conditions. Results of the fi eldwork 

L e n k a  R u k a v i č k o v á

C o o r d i n a t o r 
f o r  t h e  s t r a t e g i c  p l a n 
f o r  r e s e a r c h  i n  h y d r o g e o l o g y
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have been included into the mathematical groundwater fl ow 
models. 

The Review of Groundwater Resources project has brought the 
following main results:
1.  Methodology for the evaluation of natural groundwater 

resources in the Quaternary zones, in the basal Cretaceous 
aquifer and in areas with discontinuous aquifers.

2.  Evaluation of groundwater resources in 58 hydrogeological 
zones in a uniform format applicable in hydrological balance 
and water supply budget determinations.

3.  Input data for the description of quantitative condition of 
groundwater formations for the 3rd cycle of drainage area plans. 

4.  Basic data for boundary re-arrangement in one quarter of the 
evaluated hydrogeological zones. 

5.  Suggestions for legislative re-draft of the decrees No. 431/2001 
Coll., No. 369/2004 Coll. and No. 252/2013 Coll.

Hydrogeological mapping
Hydrogeological mapping was conducted in number of areas 
of the Czech Republic in the course of the geological maps at 
the 1 : 25,000 scale project. All available information concerning 
groundwater formation, accumulation, regime and quality have 
been gathered and combined with data regarding their links to 
the rock environment. The hydrogeological survey also provides 
background for environmental site assessment. 

Protection of the groundwater in Quaternary aquifers
The research in the Czech Geological Survey also tackles the 
problems of groundwater protection in shallow aquifers against 
the increasing contamination of these waters caused by intensive 
agriculture. 

A pilot-plant technology of groundwater quality monitoring 
was tested in the Jizera River drainage area. The monitoring was 

carried out in areas of intensive agricultural activity. Groundwater 
resources with concentrations of nitrogenous substances above 
100 mg/l, the surrounding soil waters and the Jizera River water 
were sampled at one-month period. A conceptual model of the 
tested area was set up including boundary conditions. A potential 
of denitrifi cation of the waters was studied in the near-surface 
zone of Cretaceous sediments that form a common aquifer with 
the Quaternary fl uvial ones. 

Hydrogeological research related to deep 
deposition of high-level waste
In 2015, researchers of the CGS participated in a number of 
activities linked to the project Research Background for Safety 

Evaluation of a Deep Repository carried out by the Radioactive 
Waste Repository Authority (RAWRA). 

The construction of the Underground Research Facility 
(URF) Bukov in the Rožná uranium mine implied a survey of 
groundwater infl ows into the mine, a gradual build-up of 
a hydrogeological monitoring network and a subsequent 
monitoring of the regime and chemical composition of 
groundwater in the URF and on surface of the site. An integral 
part of the research was the study of content of stable isotopes of 
S, O and H in the water, of Freon and tritium content with the aim 
to determine the origin and the delay time of the groundwater 
leaking into the URF. The development of groundwater 
composition in deep sections of the Rožná mine was also studied. 

Variability of chemical composition of groundwater and the 
possibility of characterizing them by means of fi eld measurements 
of their physico-chemical parameters was studied in the water 
supply conduit Bedřichov in Jizerské hory Mts. Testing of a suitable 
equipment for the monitoring groundwater infl ow into the 
conduit was also carried out. 

A fi nal assemblage and evaluation of available data about the 
chemical composition of groundwater from seven selected sites 
potentially suitable for siting of deep repositories was completed.

Infl uencing groundwater regime by thermal 
experiments
During implementation of a project focusing on the study of 
bentonite stability in the rock environment at temperatures of 
95 °C, the infl uence of thermal heat source and of the bentonite 
seal on natural fl ow and on chemical composition of groundwater 
were studied.  

# A block-diagram illustrating hydrogeological setting in the Jizera 
Facies of the Bohemian Cretaceous Basin.

# Measurement of chemico-
physical properties of groundwaters 
in the water supply conduit 
Bedřichov (photo by J. Holeček).

#  Sample collection and fi eld 
measurement in the Bukov 
Underground Research Facility 
in the Rožná Mine (photo by 
L. Rukavičková).
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Investigation of mineral resources of the Czech Republic in 2015 went on focusing on the European Union’s 
critical raw materials and energy resources, and on the strategic metals. Within the competences of the state 
geological survey, a variety of activities were carried out related to gathering, processing and providing data 
on mineral resources, their protection and utilization. Also the strategy of state raw material policy has been 
formulated. Special attention was paid to the mineralogical and geochemical assessment of mineral resources 
and to evaluating impact of mining on the environment. Mining and geology studies were also conducted. 
Our exploration geologists worked in a number of European research projects. They took part in the mineral 
potential studies and in the assessment of impact of mining on the environment in the developing countries. 

Mineral resources
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Quartz vein with cassiterite in the Krupka deposit, 
Starý Martin gallery (photo by P. Rambousek).

Study of critical raw materials and possibilities 
of rare metals acquisition 
In 2015, work on the project of the Technical Agency of the Czech 
Republic Competence Centre for Eff ective and Ecological Mining 

of Mineral Resources – CEEMIR led by the Technical University 
Ostrava continued. Sources of the critical and strategical EU 
source materials of lithium, tantalum and niobium, of fl uorspar 
and graphite in the Czech Republic were ranked as potentially 
perspective. Special geological maps were compiled for areas 

P e t r  R a m b o u s e k 

H e a d  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t 
o f  M i n e r a l  R e s o u r c e s  R e s e a r c h 
a n d  P o l i c y
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1 and 2 marking out the sources of EU-critical and selected state 
raw materials. In area 1 – belonging to the Krušné hory Mts, 
a detailed geochemical and ore-dressing study focused on the 
Cínovec ore district was elaborated. A geochemical model was 
set up marking out Sn-W-Li (Rb, Nb, and Ta) mineralization of 
the Cínovec deposit as well as a 3D model of a district’s section. 
Additional investigations in the area 1 concentrated on detecting 
niobium, tantalum and indium distribution in archival polished 
sections and on critical raw material sources in heavy minerals. 

The recently started project of the Czech Science Foundation, 
the Beta Programme titled Investigation of technological possibilities 

of rare element extraction in the Czech Republic with respect to 

minimizing environmental impacts and providing legislative 

background, sources of W, Li, Nb, Ta, Rb, Mn, Au and Ag were 
investigated. After archival processing of economic geological and 
technological reports, technology samples were collected from 
tailing ponds in the Zlaté Hory and Dolní Rožínka mining sites for 
subsequent mineralogical-geochemical evaluation to pick up the 
dressing procedures and earmark possible ecological hazards. 

Work has been started on the project of the Czech Science 
Foundation, the Beta Programme titled Comparison criteria for the 

classifi cation of reserved deposits of the raw mineral material base in 

the Czech Republic to ensure its compatibility with the internationally 

recognised PERC (Pan European Reserves and Resources Reporting 

Committee) and JORC (Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, 

Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves) standards, conducted by 
the GET, Co., Prague. Final agreement has been reached in the 
proposal for translation of technical terms for classifi cation of 
resources and reserves and for reporting the results of their 
assessment. Work has also begun in gathering necessary 
background materials, specialist translations and evaluation 
of key manuals PERC, JORC, NAEN (a Russian classifi cation 
system codex) and CRIRSCO (Committee for Mineral Reserves 
International Reporting Standards). 

Mineral resources map production
The 1:25,000 scale mapping involved production of mineral 
resources maps and explanatory texts on map sheets 23-324 
Žirovnice, 12-233 Unhošť, 22-313 Velhartice, 23-323 Nová Včelnice, 
03-141 Raspenava and 11-244 Žlutice. 

Mineralogical and geochemical research of 
material deposits and assessment of the impact 
of their extraction on the environment
In 2015, the deleterious infl uences of medieval ore dumps left after 
silver ore mining in the Kutná Hora area and after coal and uranium 
extraction in the Žacléř area were studied. In the Kutná Hora area, 
the studies showed that due to the occurrence of arsenopyrite, 
the environment is considerably acidic and the eco-toxicological 
lixiviation tests have indicated the material to be toxic for Daphnia, 
fi shes and algae. The study of burnt-out coal and uranium dump 
of the abandoned Novátor (Innovator) Mine at Žacléř has shown 
the waters leaking from that dump to contain, even after fi fty 
years after the abandonment, relatively high contents of uranium 
(up to 261 µg . l–1), of zinc (up to  278 µg . l–1) and of sulfates (up 
to 259 µg . l–1). Uranium occurs in water in the form of the uranyl 
carbonate complex or carbonate complex. The concentrations 
wane rapidly away from the dump, which is due to their sorption 
on the clay minerals and organic matter in the fl uvial sediments.      

Mining heritage research
The conference at Dippoldiswalde in Saxony concluded 
the fi rst triennial phase of the ArchaeoMontan project – 
a Czech-Saxon archaeological, mining-heritage and geological 
research of medieval mining in the Krušné hory Mts/Erzgebirge. 
In the Czech part of Krušné hory Mts, the Kremsiger site near 
Přísečnice (now fl ooded by a dam) has displayed a vast and 
unique 14th century mining community with a sophisticated 
extraction and dressing methods of silver and iron. Numerous 

# Sample collection from a tailing pond at Zlaté Hory (photo by P. Rambousek). 
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shards of ceramic ware enabled 80 sites to be dated. The research 
has proved the advantage of international cooperation in cross-
border areas and of multidisciplinary approach utilizing modern 
methods, in particular the airborne laser aided surface survey and 
microanalysis of retrieved minerals and old technology artefacts 
(www.archaeomontan.eu).  

International cooperation and overseas projects
The experience acquired in assessing impacts of extraction and 
treatment of raw materials in the Czech Republic was applied 
in a project sponsored by the Czech Science Foundation and 
run in African countries. Scattered dust and sulfur oxide fallout 
from the vicinity of Tsumeb (Namibia) smelter was modeled 
and subsequently verifi ed by surface geochemical methods.  
The results of geochemical survey of potentially toxic elements 
content (As, Pb, Mo) in soils quite tally with those modeling the 
dust fallout scatter from the smelter. The results of toxic elements 
content in the soils and in grasses surrounding the smelter exceed 
the international limits. 

Investigation of gold deposits in western Africa (Ghana, 
Burkina Faso and Mali), conducted within the international project 
West African Exploration Initiative, has proved the mineralization 
at single deposits to be accompanied by two graphite types: 
graphite derived from the original organic matter in sediments 
and the one of hydrothermal origin. Strong hydrothermal 
graphitization at shear zones is thus a remarkable prospecting 
criterion for the orogenic-type gold deposits. Moreover, the 
organic-derived graphite contributes to locating gold deposits 
generated through the reduction of hydrothermal fl uids. 

Economic geology experts from the CGS compiled 
mineralogical and geochemical prospection maps at a scale 

of 1:50,000 for the now fi nalized international development 
assistance project in western Altay in Mongolia.              

The project of the FP7 Minerals4EU has been fi nished. Its 
output is the on-line European raw mineral year-book, European 
information system on raw materials, based on the INSPIRE 
standard, a thematic study on the future of selected commodities 
and mining waste utilization (www.minerals4eu.eu). 

Within the ProSUM project of the H2020 programme aimed at 
securing resources from secondary materials and mining waste, 
the CGS participated in drafting international mining-related 
naming conventions and a metadata catalog for the information 
system (www.prosumproject.eu).  

Providing the state geological survey
In accordance with the stipulation of the Paragraph 17, Section 2, 
and Paragraph 13, Section 1 of the Act No. 62/1988 Coll., and later 
amendments, the economic geologists of the Mineral Resources 
Research Department participated in the elaboration of a number 
of reference and research reports or in preparation of land-use 
planning documents. The most important among them were 
the expert advice to a variety of information, documents and 
intentions regarding opening of exploitation according to Law 
100/2001 Coll., about the environmental impact of mining and 
later amendments, for instance the extraction at pit tip No. 15 in 
Příbram area, or expansion of lignite extraction in the Polish cross-
border Turów Lignite Mine. Further expert advice reports dealt 
with the Principles of Land Use Development in the Karlovy Vary, 
South Moravia, Zlín, Olomouc, South Bohemia and Liberec regions. 
Check-up and upgrading of the assessment of recoverable 
brown-coal reserves in the ČSA Mine were carried out, taking into 
consideration the breaking-up of territorial-ecological limits. This 

Mineral resources

# Variants for or against 
breaking-up the territorial-
ecological limits in the North 
Bohemian Basin elaborated for 
the Government of the Czech 
Republic and Czech Ministry 
for Industry and Trade 
(Godány 2015).



15In performing the task of the state geological survey 
the CGS has prepared a study commissioned by the Ministry of 
Environment and the Czech Mining Bureau, titled Specifi cation of 

the registry and the state-of-the-art of usage of non-reserved minerals 

in the Czech Republic in relation to the statement on statistical mining, 

technical and operational information from the Hor (MIT) 1-01 in 

order to update the Mineral Information System (SurIS). The CGS staff  
prepared upgraded data for 166 deposits of non-reserved minerals 
with currently running mining permits. They were tasked by the 
Ministry of Environment, in agreement with the Decree 
No. 52/1997 of the Czech Mining Bureau, to participate in the 
revisions of safeguarding procedures of the old mines and 
abandoned exploratory mine wor kings in the Central Bohemian, 
Pardubice, Karlovy Vary, Ústí nad Labem, Pilsen, Olomouc, Moravia-
Silesia and South Moravian regions, visiting 1,376 sites in total.   

State raw material policy and communication 
with professional public
In 2015, department staff  members consulted with the Czech 
Ministry of Industry and Trade selected topics of state raw material 
policy and participated in commenting on the fi nal document 
thereof. In 2015, the participants of the Mining Union meetings 
were regularly informed on the current state of knowledge of 
the mineral resources and on the links with international mining 
community.   

task was commissioned by the Czech Ministry of Industry and 
Trade and so was the proposal for reducing the reserve blocks 
in the Protected Deposit Areas at Modlany and Proboštov. The 
tasks were required for solution of problems related to locating 
of selected planned built-in development areas proposed in the 
Krupka town land-use plan. 

A working study concerning the re-assessment of territorial-
ecological limits for brown-coal mining in the Czech Republic 
titled Geological and Mining Factors of Territorial-Ecological Limits 

of Brown-Coal Extraction in the Czech Republic was elaborated for 
the Government of the CR and the Advisory Board of the Prime 
Minister of the CR.

# Investigated monazite samples from Frýdštejn are a potential source 
of rare earth (photo by T. Sidorinová).

# “Small variant” of breaking-up the territorial-ecological limits in the ČSA Mine in Most section of the North Bohemian Basin 
(for the Czech Ministry for Industry and Trade, Godány 2015).
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Under the authority of the Ministry of the Environment, the Czech Geological Survey maintains 
the Mine Workings Impacts Database and the Inventory of Hazardous Waste Facilities. These activities are 
based on the Mining Act and on the Mining Waste Treatment Act.

Mine workings and mining waste
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The uncovered southern slope of the Šafary mine dump (Ag-Cu ore) 
in Kaňk, Kutná Hora district.

Mine Workings Impacts Database
According to the Mining Act, the designation old mine working 
refers to an abandoned underground mine whose original 
operator or its legal successor do not exist or are unknown. 
Abandoned open pits left after reserved minerals extraction 
also belong to that category. The mine workings appear most 
frequently on the surface as sunken grounds, collapsed soil 

or as simple open adits and shafts. In case of fi nding such mine 
impact the Mining Act implies the duty of reporting, keeping 
records and remedying such phenomena. 

The Czech Geological Survey is charged with administration 
of the reported old mine workings impacts and conducts their 
primary on-site investigation and regular revisions of their stability 
and safety. During the site assessment the expert teams carry out 
photographing, locating and description of the phenomenon. 
These data are then fi led in the register and provided to the 
Ministry of the Environment. In 2015, more than 1500 mine 
working sites were visited and documented.  The most important 
information sources are published and unpublished reports, 
various map editions and other databases of the CGS Information 
System. They include for instance the abandoned mine lands 
database, which keeps records of mining-infl uence areas and 
deep underground mines  (as of December 31, 2015 the database 

V í t  Š t r u p l
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contained data about 5647 sites). The system also includes an 
inventory of underground mines (as of December 31, 2015 it 
contained data about 27,055 sites and 23,526 digital supplements) 
and a database of mining maps (as of December 31, 2015 involved 
data about 14,111 maps and their scanning photos). The old mine 
working impacts inventory consists of single reported cases and 
all the available accompanying documents. The inventory data are 
stored in the Information System of the CGS. As of December 31, 
2015, the Mine Workings Impacts Database contained 2,747 case 
reports for 2,234 sites in total. Information on their current 
condition and location are permanently accessible for the public 
through the map applications on the CGS website.   
          
Inventory of Hazardous Waste Facilities
The environmental impacts caused by mining are still observable 
in the landscape as spoil heaps, tailing ponds, dumps and 
abandoned placers. In some cases, they have become signifi cant 
land-forming factors marked by the occurrence of unique fl ora 
and fauna, on the other hand, they may represent secondarily 
utilized mineral resources or act as a serious hazard for the 
environment or human health. The tailings after ore mining and 
ore dressing contain a wide spectrum of toxic elements which, 
when released through weathering processes, contaminate the 
surrounding soil, the groundwater and the surface water. In many 
waste facility sites, there are unstable slopes and local landslides 
can occur here. In 2001, the Czech Geological Survey established 
a database of dumps, expanding it and upgrading it gradually 
with new sites. The Mining Waste Treatment Act that came into 
force in 2009 stipulates creation of a complex inventory of mining 
disposal sites in the Czech Republic. In view of the Operational 

Programme Environment, the CGS has prepared the project 
Identifi cation and classifi cation of closed and abandoned mining 

waste facilities posing serious environmental or health hazards, which 
was implemented between 2009 and 2012. Its output was also 
a new Inventory of Waste Facilities as part of the CGS Information 
system. The Inventory was launched on 1st May 2012 as an 
independent web application for presentations and is available in 
Czech and English versions. Besides providing exact locations, it 
also contains essential informaton on the type and risk ranking of 
the sites. As of December 2015, it contains data on 7076 sites and 
is being constantly updated. Detailed data including location are 
open to the public in the form of a map application on the CGS 
websites. Based on the analysis of samples collected on 
300 selected sites, 14 of them were fi led in the Inventory of 
Hazardous Waste Facilities.     

# Detail of old mining map showing position of mining works in the Kutná Hora city centre. J. Hozák, 19th century, CGS – Geofond Kutná Hora.

# Remedying of medieval collapsed shaft in Šultysova street in Kutná 
Hora (2012).



 The CGS research into environmental and geo-energy technologies focused in 2015 on geological storage 
of CO2, energy storage in the rock environment, radioactive waste repositories and geothermal energy.

Research into environmental 
and geo-energy technologies
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Collection of oriented rock samples during excavation of the underground laboratory (under auspices 
of the Radioactive Waste Repository Authority – SÚRAO, Praha) on the level 12 of the Bukov mine near Rožná. 

Geological storage of carbon dioxide 
and CCS technology
A large-scale Czech-Norwegian project titled Preparation of 

a research pilot project on CO2 geological storage in the Czech 

Republic (REPP-CO2) started in January 2015. The project 
led by the CGS involves more than hundred researchers 
from seven institutions. Six institutions are from the Czech 

Republic and one is from Norway. The project is co-fi nanced by 
the Norway Grants. The fi rst year of the project implementation 
encompassed gathering of all available data about the selected 
storage complex – an abandoned hydrocarbon fi eld.  The data 
were organized in a project geodatabase. The set of data included 
results of laboratory tests and experiments performed on archival 
borehole cores and a subsequent 3D static geological model of 
the locality. 

At the same time, a cooperation within the project 
Development and optimization of methodologies for research on 

safety barriers for CO2 storage as one of the key ways for decreasing 

the greenhouse gases content in the atmosphere was successfully 
completed. The project investigated potential CO2 leakage 
pathways from the storage site. Particular attention was given to 
the infl uence of CO2 on the borehole casing and cement and on 
the caprock, especially in view of the related interactions under 
reservoir P-T conditions.   

V í t  H l a d í k

R e s e a r c h  c o o r d i n a t o r  – 
E n v i r o n m e n t a l  a n d  G e o - E n e r g y 
Te c h n o l o g i e s
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Energy storage in the rock environment
The CGS participated in 2015 in the European project ESTMAP 
(Energy Storage Mapping and Planning). The objective of the 
project is setting up a pan-European database of existing and 
planned energy storage projects. The database includes both 
surface and underground sites, and results of mapping of the 
storage potential in suitable geological structures.  

The project titled Research on thermally loaded rocks – 

perspectives of underground thermal energy storage was completed 
by a successful review and defence of the project results. The core 
activity of the project was a large-scale in situ experiment in the 
Josef Gallery near the village of Mokrsko. A reconnaissance survey 
on a large number of old mining sites was conducted in the areas 
of the Bohemian-Moravian Highlands and southern Moravia 
in cooperation with the Austrian Geological Survey, within the 
project Seasonal cavern related storage of solar excess heat in the 

border region between Austria and the Czech Republic. 

Radioactive waste disposal    
This research was focused on setting up structural-geological 
models of sites suitable for deep underground storage of highly 
radioactive wastes in the Czech Republic. 3D models of fi ve 
candidate localities were designed in 2015. The models include 
the sites of Čertovka, Kraví Hora, Bukov I and II, Horka and Čihadlo. 

The project In-situ research of bentonite stability during up to 

95 °C long time heating experiment was completed in 2015. Testing 
of laboratory methods applicable in preparation of cohesive 
bentonite material samples and methods of determination 

of internal anisotropy of moulded bentonite segments was 
completed. A periodical sampling and analyses of regional 
groundwater and water from a bentonite-rock contact zone were 
carried out during an underground experiment run in the Josef 
Gallery at Mokrsko. 

Within research on exogenic processes infl uencing long-term 
existence of a deep repository of spent nuclear fuel, pieces of 
information on climatic and erosional stability of selected localities 
were assessed. Simultaneously, a modelling of the hydrogeological 
and thermal conditions of the localities was performed with a time 
prospect of 100 thousand years. International developments 
related to the topic of radioactive waste disposal in very deep 
boreholes were followed and applied to geological conditions 
of the Czech Republic. This waste disposal method would be 
possible in the Moldanubian rocks, e.g. in the vicinity of nuclear 
power plants, at depths of 1 to 3 km. 

Geothermal energy
The project titled Methodology of setting safety conditions for 

utilizing the thermal energy of the Earth’s crust was completed. Its 
main contribution is the elaboration of a methodology describing 
the principles and conditions of utilizability of geothermal sources 
and ways of their exploration, assessment and exploitation. 
The methodology was certifi ed by the Ministry of the Environment 
of the Czech Republic. An emphasis was put on the protection 
of the geothermal source and of the surrounding area during its 
exploitation.

    
A social dialogue on the role of science and research 
in transition to the low-carbon future
The CGS completed its cooperation on the European project 
R&Dialogue aimed at stirring up and organizing a dialogue 
between Research and Development Organizations on the one 
side and Civil Society Organizations on the other. The dialogue 
focused on the issue of transition to low-carbon society, including 
the development of renewable energy sources, CO2 capture and 
storage and other technologies. 

The main attention in 2015 was paid to the second, extended 
phase of the national dialogue. This dialogue was held through 
various forms of interaction such as discussion workshops, 
online questionnaires and Internet discussion.  More than 
100 representatives of various stakeholder groups participated. 
The activities culminated at the closing conference “Low-carbon 
future of the Czech Republic” held in September 2015 in Prague. 

# A 3D geological model of 
a potential CO2 storage site with 
the position of boreholes and 
terrain morphology.

# “Low-carbon future of the Czech Republic” – a conference organised 
by the Czech national team of the European project R&Dialogue 
on September 21, 2015 in Prague.



The Czech Geological Survey exercises the duty of state geological survey on a daily basis according 
to the requirements of the § 17 of Act No. 62/1988 Coll., on geological work. Since the beginning of 1998, 
this function has been methodically organised within the CGS by the Regional Geological Administration. 

Regional Geological Administration 
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A landslide in Poláky hamlet on the bank 
of Nechranice water reservoir.

Report writing
Expert advice activity of regional geologists and regional 
specialists on mineral resources geology and hydrogeology linked 
with consultancy report preparation covers the whole territory 
of the Czech Republic. Their work is based on a consistently 
regional principle. This implies subdivision of the whole territory 
into variously defi ned regions for which pertinent regional 

geologist or specialist is responsible. Their work is controlled 
by the corresponding internal methodical instructions that 
defi ne the operational areas for the fundamental, documentary, 
organizational, consulting and other duties. 

In 2015, in response to the offi  cial inquiries from the national 
government or local government bodies, our regional geologists 
or specialists prepared expert assessment reports mostly on 
the hazardous geofactors, confl ict of interest solution, land-use 
planning, documentation, land-use arrangements, impacts of 
construction and technology on the environment, management 
of construction sites, eliminating of old ecological burdens, 
minerals mining, draft proposals for nature conservation etc. 

The systematic acquisition, collection, storage and professional 
processing and ensuing supply of data on the geologic 
setting of the national territory, on the protection and use of 
natural resources and of groundwater, has served as a basis for 

J a n  Č u r d a

H e a d  o f  R e g i o n a l  G e o l o g i c a l 
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
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subsequent political, economic, judicial and ecologic decision 
making. This was used by the national administration bodies 
for instance in land-use planning procedures, environment 
protection, remediation of old ecological burdens, in remedying 
slope instability eff ects, landscape and natural resources 
protection or for establishing the principles of ecologic instability 
evaluation of the area.             

Activities in 2015

The increasing number of assignments fulfi lled in 2015 has 
also asked for partial changes in organization of the processes 
handled by the Regional Geological Administration, as well as 
in staffi  ng of particular regions. These changes were treated by 
respective internal documents issued by the Director of the Czech 
Geological Survey. In 2015, in accordance with the EN ISO 9001 
National Standard (1999), the four-membered unit paralleled to 
the management of project 350000 Geological composition as 

a factor determining land-use and development of the territory of 

the CR, while still implementing the duties of state geological 
survey, carried out all-time high number of 750 service-related 
tasks for governmental and local administration bodies, law-
courts, academia, NGOs, non-profi t organizations and other 
contracting agencies. Partial teams of specialists were also set up 
from a total of 38 regional geologists, 14 regional specialists in 
mineral deposits and 6 specialists in hydrogeology cooperating, if 
necessary, with 3 to 5 specialists in engineering geology working 
across the whole territory of the Czech Republic. In order to lead 
this heterogeneous team effi  ciently, it was necessary to update 
Director’s Directive No. 2/2004 by several new amendments. 
Starting 2015, all written documents and graphic outputs were 
fi led in digital form on the intranet in accordance with the 
Documents and Discard Regulations of the CGS. Maximal eff ort 

to improve communication with the contractors via data boxes 
throughout the year 2015, while taking advantage of digital 
signature, largely improved the effi  ciency of expediting all types 
of outputs. In 2015, all routine work system of the Regional 
Geological Administration was done on the on-line basis via 
the Internet portal of the Czech Geological Survey. This implied 
close cooperation with specialists from the Division of Informatics 
and the system was being continuously harmonized and 
upgraded.

Landslide on D8-Highway 
In 2015, a considerable work volume, in particular that 
of engineering geologists of the CGS, was dedicated to 
implementation of the tasks resulting from the Czech Government 
Resolution No. 640 from 14th August 2013 dealing with the 
emergency situation caused by a landslide that had buried the 
half-built D8-Highway at Dobkovičky village. In line with the Czech 
Government Resolution No. 330 from 5th May 2014, the CGS was 
entrusted with on-site professional supervision of all exploratory, 
monitoring and remediation work concerning the landslide. 
The task will be executed by an interdisciplinary working group, 
which shall monitor the work progress, proper decision-making 
and coordination of the exploratory, monitoring and remediation 
activities. The constituted special working committees shall 
deal with the arising problems on-site. In 2015, particularly 
the preparatory exploration and project work schemes related 
to the fi rst phase were reviewed. The fi rst phase was followed 
by unloading of the upper part of the landslide and by setting up 
of a drainage system. This will enable drafting technical 
stabilization measures in the middle part of the landslide and 
to carry out subsequent unloading of the accumulated slumped 
material on the highway body proper.        

The members of the CGS staff  also take advantage of 
landslide’s uniqueness for educating a younger generation 
of engineering geologists, since part of their professional activities 
is also supervising graduate theses dealing with some aspects and 
causes of that eminent landslide.

# A house in Poláky damaged by the landslide.

# A landslide fi ssure under holiday resort.



The Czech Geological Survey gathers data about geological setting of the state territory. Their processing, 
administration and distribution are the chief prerequisites for exerting the duty of the state geological 
survey in the Czech Republic. Building of the geological information system is essential for providing 
information for the national administrative bodies and for research and other professional activities 
of the Czech Geological Survey. The concept of the system is compatible with the Czech and EU legislation 
governing access to information. The use of international standards safeguards interoperability of data 
sources and their integration into the national and European spatial data infrastructure. 

Geological Information System
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The Map Archive of the Czech Republic application serving for the retrieval 
of maps in the CGS archives at Klárov, Kostelní and Kutná Hora workplaces.

Geological Information System
The Geological Information System (GeoIS) is designed by the CGS to 
be compatible with the national and international directives (JISŽP, 

Z u z a n a  K r e j č í

H e a d  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t 
o f  I n f o r m a t i o n  S y s t e m s

INSPIRE). The core of the GeoIS is the Central Data Storage (CDS), 
which contains 53 thematic databases (http://www.geology.cz/

geodata). The CDS stores both graphical data (maps, geologic 
cross sections, hazardous waste disposal sites and slope instability 
inventories) as well as descriptive data (code lists, results of analyses, 
digital archive of the Geofond, archival data, etc.). The GeoIS shows 
a wide variety of large thematic subsystems: geological maps – the 
National Geological Map Database (NGMD), mineral resources – 
Mineral Information System (SurIS), mining wastes – disposal site 
inventory; a subsystem for geologically documented objects 
(boreholes, test pits etc.), for hydrogeology, geophysics and other 
subjects. In 2015, consolidation of the information system, 
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its harmonization and conceptual upgrade of the technological 
basis were underway. The CGS Metadata Information System (MIS; 
see http://micka.geology.cz) serves for the orientation in the CGS 
datasets as well as in services or applications. It is fully compatible 
with the INSPIRE-implementing rules. MIS serves as a source of 
up-to-date information for the national (http://geoportal.gov.cz) 
and European geoportal INSPIRE as well as for the CGS information 
portal generating the thematic list of map services WMS 
(http://wms.geology.cz) and thematic list and a guidepost of web 
applications (http://aplikace.geology.cz). Their English versions were 
presented in 2015. The metadata have been processed within the 
European projects into specifi c metadata catalogs (OneGeology-
Europe, Minerals4EU, ProSUM).   

INSPIRE and the interoperability of geodata
The INSPIRE directive of the European Commission and the 
Council charge the CGS with a duty of providing up-to-date 
metadata and publishing information related to geology, soil, 
mineral resources, energy resources and geohazards. The CGS staff  
are actively engaged in implementing the INSPIRE directives in 
the Czech Republic as members of the technical working groups 
KOVIN. In 2015, the staff  members were delegated to individual 
thematic clusters in the international Internet forum “INSPIRE 
Thematic Clusters” that deals with the implementation of the 
INSPIRE requirements. Preparation of data harmonization and 
publication started for the “Raw Materials” topic within the European 
Minerals4EU project. This project was the fi rst implementation 
of the database whose core is developed on top of the INSPIRE 
database model. Work on the comparison of structure and content 
of the CGS and INSPIRE code lists for the Geology subject has 
started. Discussions were begun on the Soil related subjects led 
within the framework of the National Research Center for the soil 
protection, which includes 12 research institutions and universities.   
 
Development of the technology and content 
of data sources     
The year 2015 saw consolidation of the existing data sources 
of databases of the old and main mine workings, the upgrade 
and unifi cation of data models and creation of applications for 
data maintenance and administration. The consolidation of 
non-structured data for setting up a fi le system of mining and 
geoscience maps, of thematic photo-documentation and other 
digital documents was also important. 

The development of data sources (for instance SurIS, NGMD) 
entails the necessity of maintenance and update of existing 
applications that cooperate with the data sources. Technological 
enhancement of output generation in a format diff erent from 
HTML is underway. Based on the users’ requirements report output in 
the PDF and MS Excel formats were introduced in the applications. 

The scripts, which automatically transfer data, for instance, 
from Oracle to PostgreSQL (including a structure change of the 
individual tables), or from a geodatabase to Oracle (changes 
recorded in the Esri desktop applications are then, for instance, 
transferred to the reference point database) were a part of the 
data sources development. The tools for creation of DTM from 
the airborne laser scanning digital modules DMR4G and DMR5G, 

statistical geofactor evaluation, another version of the tool for 
geological cross section construction and for the validation of its 
positioning precision were developed in the form of Python scripts. 

Technology-wise, development of the CGS Map Server was 
going on. Upgrade of the ArcGIS server to the10.3.1 version 
was carried out and the extension of ArcGIS for INSPIRE was 
installed. In 2015, the Portal for ArcGIS was installed equipped by 
the WebAppBuilder tool that simplifi es creation of online map 
applications using modular compounds created either by the 
software supplier or on our own. 

Geographical Information System (GIS) 
The GIS has been further used as an overall CGS tool for processing, 
utilizing and accessing spatial data. Thanks to the three-year 
Enterprise License Agreement with the Esri company GIS 
methods applied in spatial data analysis, 3D modelling or digital 
cartography could be used routinely and regardless of the limited 
number of licenses by the CGS staff  members in the project 
implementation both in the Czech Republic (geological mapping 
at 1 : 25,000 scale, Review of Groundwater Resources, Research on 

thermally loaded rocks) and internationally (Ethiopia, Mongolia).
In 2015, activities also focused on the development and 

maintenance of the National Geological Maps Database (NGMD). 
A new data structure for mineral resources maps at a scale of 
1: 25,000 has been prepared. A new data structure has also been 
developed for the 1:200,000 scale geological maps (GEOČR200).  
Eleven GEOČR200 map sheets were vectorized and fi ve working 
versions of the legend were prepared to be completed in 
cooperation with geologists in 2016. A revision of the legends for 
Geological Maps of the Czech Republic at 1:50,000 (GEOČR50) 
and 1:500,000 scales (GEOČR500) have been carried out for the 
National Geological Map Database (NGMD). At present, we are 
able to use for the legends creation a tool originally conceived for 
the 1:25,000 scale geological maps.     

Providing access to geoscience data and information       
The Information Portal of the CGS (IP CGS) is an integration platform 
for GeoIS and contains more than 100 thematic applications (more 
on the subject see chapter Web of the Czech Geological Survey). 
Part of the Portal is the Map Server of the CGS (MS), which enables 
a free access to spatial data deposited in CGS archives, in the 
NGMD or in the SurIS, and is one of the most visited sites of the 
Information Portal. 

The year 2015 saw launching of a new map application 
Map Archive of the Czech Republic, System of information 

# Distribution module application serving among other purposes 
the data distribution for ORP.       
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administration for mine workings, Exploration areas, Undermined 
areas, Surface water chemistry, Seismic profi les, Geological sites 
of interest, Expert opinions of CGS staff  members, the geoelectric 
survey register which complemented the wide variety of 
applications through which the CGS presents its results and data. 
The application Map Archive of the Czech Republic is based on 
JavaScript. It was prepared with the aid of the WebAppBuilder 
and is the fi rst one to replace the applications developed in 
ArcGIS Viewer for Flex 3.5 and GIS Viewer, which, considering 
the current development of web viewers, will not be supported 
in the long-term. The problems of accessibility of scanned 
maps and documents were being solved within the framework 
of information retrieval in the CGS map archives. Based on 
requirements, a new searching and viewing application 
(http://www.geology.cz/app/archiv/mproz.php) has been created. 

The 2015 yearly update has involved a number of already 
run applications: geological localities (new connection with the 
Photo Archive), mine workings, an in-house system for geological, 
hydrogeological and engineering-geological documentation 
acquisition, as well as a rearrangement in the application for 
public slope-failure reporting. 

The new system for data output from the borehole database 
called Geologically documented objects is running in routine mode. 
This system has substituted the already obsolete eEarth/eWater 
system and it functions as an automated data checkout 
for hundreds of pre-paid credit user community. 

Map services of the Map Server are utilized not only in the 
map server applications, but also in the mobile applications 
(user CGSmobile, http://www.arcgis.com/features) and in the map 
annexes of the so-called database applications.

Information and communication technologies 
In 2015, the development of the GeoIS infrastructure focused on 
expanding the use of virtualization and implementation of the 
new large-volume data repository (VDU). In addition to standard 

operational reach, new technologies were implemented. In 
providing cyber security stipulated by law, the produced backups 
have been tested and approved to be consistent and capable to 
provide recovery of individual parts of the system.   

 
International cooperation
The year 2015 saw the CGS to continue coordinating work 
within the OneGeology-Europe Plus initiative which follows up on 
the 1G-E project focused on covering with harmonized geological 
1:1,000,000 scale maps the territory of those European states that 
did not participate in the original project. In 2015, the metadata 
from Macedonia were added to the meta-information system 
and discussions with the representatives of Latvia were held.

For the Minerals4EU (FP7) project the CGS was responsible for 
the operation and implementation of the metadata catalog with 
a distributed access of individual participants from the project 
consortium, including harvesting of metadata from the local 
metadata catalogs (see http://m4eu.geology.cz/metadata/). An 
INSPIRE compatible WFS service has been published displaying 
information about mining sites, deposits and extraction methods. 
A new technology platform was presented at the GIC Central Europe 
meeting in Budapest between 23rd and 24th July 2015. The CGS caters 
for similar duties for the ProSUM (2020) project. The fi rst year saw 
preparation of a metadata catalog and beginning of the metadata 
collection about mining waste. A data specifi cation for publishing 
the INSPIRE compatible services from those data is being prepared. 

In 2015, the CGS participated in two workshops of the 
international network within the COST TU1206 SUB-URBAN 
event – European network to improve understanding and use of the 

ground beneath our cities. The second of the two workshops was 
prepared by the CGS in October 2015 in Prague. This COST event 
provides for the exchange of experience among the European 
geological surveys and other organizations involved in modelling 
of subsurface strata (with emphasis on the bedrock of city 
conurbations). 

# Participants of the COST 
workshop in Prague (October 
2015).
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Geological Information System
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Activities of the Remote Sensing Centre
The Remote Sensing Centre (RSC) concentrates in a long range on 
the application of quantitative image spectroscopy methods by 
using optical and thermal hyperspectral (HS) data (0.45–13.00 µm). 
The team of the RSC uses the quantitative spectroscopic methods 
as a modern tool for monitoring all environmental constituents 
(rock – vegetation – water) in order to study their interactions. 

Within the frame of national and international research projects 
being run on the test site in the Sokolov Basin, a model was set 
up for determining the surface pH gradient in exposed substrates 
and contaminated surface mine waters. Another model focuses 
on assessment of the overall state of health of Norway spruce-
dominated forest stands that do not exhibit any visible symptoms 
of damage yet. These applications have a great potential in the fi eld 
of environmental monitoring since they enable identifying acid 
substrates and their relation to the so called “Acid Mine Drainage” 
(AMD) or to the quality of the surrounding surface waters and 
vegetation. At present, the team has been focusing in particular 
on designing new approaches and algorithms in the fi eld of 
quantitative analysis and classifi cation of hyperspectral data. 

Conceptually, these activities target two areas of development: 
(1) testing and validation of linear and non-linear statistical 
approaches and (2) creation of new algorithms/models combining 
optical and thermal HS data. 

The results of the RSC have been continuously published 
in international peer-reviewed professional journals with an IF, 
the main outputs being models based on distance data for 
determining the surface pH gradient and models enabling 
evaluation of the overall state of health of forest vegetation 
or new methods of land-bound spectroscopy which can expand 
or substitute the classical environment monitoring methods.  

In addition to the HS technologies, the RSC has been 
engaged in other fi elds of remote sensing. Besides the above 
mentioned activities, new procedures have been developed for 
the classifi cation of morphometric features and their ensuing 
geomorphological interpretation as well as a new satellite radar 
ALOS PALSAR data-based method enabling updating of tectonic 
and hydrogeological elements has been designed. Based on 
the results of radar interferometry, tens of new polygons with 
a potential risk of vertical movements have been detected for 
the Prague and Ostrava regions within the project PANGEO (FP7: 
http://www.pangeoproject.eu). In the course of mapping activities 
in Ethiopia, new procedures for detecting the thermal anomalies 
and water-bearing soils are being set up. Within the project run 
by the Ministry of the Environment, highly sensitive methods of 
radar interferometry are being applied in detecting landslide areas 
on testing sites in the České středohoří Mts, and in the East African 
Rift System. 

As a response to the latest development, the Remote Sensing 
Centre makes use of the most modern data, for example those 
from the new Sentinel-2 satellite.  

In addition to using remote sensing methods, the RSC staff  
creates 3D models of underground mines. Necessary software 
equipment has been substantially upgraded by acquiring the 
MOVE software. The 3D geological model of the locality Bukov, 
which is at present in operation, has been transferred into 
this environment.  At the same time, advanced modelling of 
underground mine works is underway, coupled with other tasks 
related to underground exploration planning, be it the service for 
the SÚRAO (The Radioactive Waste Repository Authority) or for 
others.   

Scientifi c cooperation:
! Faculty of Science, Charles University in Prague
! CzechGlobe, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
! Deutsches Geoforschungs Zentrum (GFZ)
! Tel Aviv University
!  French Geological Survey (Bureau de Recherches Géologiques 

et Minières, BRGM)
! VITO (Flemish Institute for Technological Research) 
! NASA – Goddard Space Flight Center

Remote sensing

V e r o n i k a  K o p a č k o v á

H e a d  o f  t h e  R e m o t e 
S e n s i n g  C e n t r e

Remote sensing is nowadays thanks to new space programmes and fast developing technologies the most 
widespread method of acquisition of spatial data regarding the Earth’s surface and objects. In accordance 
with persistent upgrading of the long distance data parameters (for instance spectral resolution, range, 
spatial resolution), their analysis moves from qualitative to quantitative level. 



International activities involve mainly the work of our experts on the Czech International Development 
Cooperation projects in Mongolia, Ethiopia and Georgia. They are also active on the projects funded by 
the Czech Science Foundation with international participation, on the projects of international research and 
development programmes such as KONTAKT II, INGO II, MOBILITY and NÁVRAT or on projects of the 7th Framework 
Programme of the European Union and the Horizon 2020 programme. It also includes the cross-border cooperation 
with the Free State of Saxony and the international cooperation in geoscientific programmes of the UNESCO.

International activities and cooperation
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Practical training in fi eld logging of volcanic rocks with students 
of Arba Minch University in Ethiopia (photo by J. Valenta).

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION 
OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC 
Geological mapping at 1:50,000 scale 
and evaluating the economic potential 
of a selected area in Western Mongolia 
In 2015, the third, fi nal fi eldwork phase was carried out within the 
Czech international development cooperation project. The area 
lies in the Khovd Aimag in the western Mongolian Altay. Before 
the beginning of fi eldwork a workshop was held in the partner 
organization MRAM at Ulan Bator attended also by representatives 
of the Czech Embassy. During an almost two months long fi eld 
season, geological mapping of the whole area exceeding 

P e t r  Š t ě p á n e k

H e a d  o f  t h e  P r o j e c t 
M a n a g e m e n t  S e c t i o n
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1770 km2 in size was completed and the density of geochemical 
sample grid in the anomalies identifi ed in previous phases was 
upgraded. Concurrently, on-job training of two students and four 
junior geologists was a part of project activities. Processing and 
evaluation of analytical data, corrections and complementing 
of digitized geological maps at a scale of 1:50,000, compilation 
of applied and interpretation maps of geochemistry and mineral 
prospection and preparation of the fi nal report were done after 
the return to the Czech Republic. The results of the projects will be 
submitted to the Mongolian side in 2016, part of the results has 
been or will be published in peer-reviewed periodicals.   

Improving the quality of tertiary education 
in Earth sciences focused especially on applied 
disciplines related to mitigating geohazards
The year 2015 saw completion of the project, which targets 
upgrading of the geology teaching at selected Ethiopian 
universities, in particular of the students involved in the solution of 
geohazard-related problems. Advanced courses of hydrogeology 
were held for the MSc. and Ph.D. students at Addis Ababa 
University. The Arba Minch University gave lectures focusing on 

volcanology, the seismic and tectonic studies, environmental 
geochemistry, applied geophysics and geo-technology. Fifty to 
sixty students participated in each course (four were held in 2015) 
at Arba Minch University. After their studies they will be able, 
either in private business sector, or in the state administration, 
of dealing with problems related to adverse geological situations 
(seismic and volcanic hazards, landslides, water resource 
contamination etc.).  

Landslide susceptibility assessment in rugged 
terrains of Georgia using examples of endangered 
settlements, international road and powerlines 
in the Dusheti municipality
The year 2015 was project’s second year. Fieldwork in the 
studied area was successfully completed, having consisted of 
springtime and an autumn phase. It resulted in mapping out 
all slope instabilities. Based on the risk ranking, three localities 
were selected with each one to be equipped with instruments 
monitoring the character of the instability and coupled with 
the early warning system in 2016. A course for our Georgian 
colleagues was held in the Czech Republic, focused on identifying 

# Practical training in environmental geochemistry with the students 
from Arba Minch University in the Arba Minch spring area (photo 
by V. Rapprich).

# Training of young Mongolian students and geologists in the 
geochemical prospecting methods.  Sampling of a dry heavy mineral 
concentrate in the Burkhadyn Gol valley in the Baatar Khairkhany Nuruu 
massif (photo by V. Žáček, July, 2015).

# Forest aff ected by active landslide in Bagebi locality, Georgia 
(photo by A. Havlín). 
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the landslide proneness by using statistical methods in GIS 
environment and on further procedures. Those used by the Czech 
Geological Survey in dealing with slope instability problems and 
on-site examples of important cases will be shown during the 
course itself. Last but not least, slope instability database in the 
Czech, Georgian and English versions has been set up and the 
data acquired during mapping will be fed into it. The WATRAD 
and ISATech companies are cooperating on the project. 

Study of natural phenomena deleterious 
to agricultural production in selected zones 
of the SNNPR (Southern Nations, Nationalities 
and People’s region)
The main objective of the International Development and 
Cooperation Programme of the Czech Republic with the Federal 
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia is the complex investigation 
of the geological setting and lithology, including assessment 
of potential geological hazards in the tectonically active East 
African Rift System. Complex research of the rock environment 
involving the analysis of potential geological hazards in 
the tectonically active zone is a key factor for effi  cient planning 
and cutting of fi nancial costs related to remedy measures dealing 
with deleterious geological processes. The chief aim of the project 
is mitigating the impacts of those processes on agricultural 
soil, water resources and the local infrastructure. The sets of 
geoscience maps and explanatory pamphlets cover four selected 
map sheets at 1:50,000 scale in southern Ethiopia, in the Southern 
Nations, Nationalities and People Region (SNNPR), in the Gamo 
Gofa, Gedeo and Sidama zones.

PROJECTS OF THE CZECH SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Crustal growth and construction of continental crust: 
the example of the Central Asian Orogenic Belt
This closing project of the Czech Science Foundation has brought 
in a number of interesting results based on extensive geologic 
mapping, geochemical and geophysical profi ling and on modern 
petrology and petro-chronology. This accretionary system has 
been proved to develop on the paleo-Pacifi c ocean margin 
throughout the Lower Palaeozoic. Then, several cycles 
of a retreat and advance of the subduction zone occurred, 
resulting in a massive crust melting and extension on the one 
hand and thickening, coupled with Barrovian metamorphism on 
the other. Those cycles have been described both in the Chinese 
and Mongolian Altay and are characterized by massive gabbro 
and granitic rock intrusions, which are exhumed in the cores 
of large migmatite-magmatic domes. Our geophysical 
investigations have proved the whole oceanic domain of the 
Transaltay Gobi to be underlain by a light lower crust of magmatic 
arc composition. This huge underlay, relamination, is a process 
that has aff ected an area of several hundreds of thousands 
of square kilometers in size, creating a crust anomalous in its 
composition and thickness. It is highly probable this process is 

linked with the bending of the Mongolian orocline, a structure 
two thousand kilometers in length, which caused a massive 
re-distribution of the plastic and partially melted crust including 
the asthenosphere thanks to gradual collision of the Siberian 
and North-Chinese shields. The results of our studies were 
largely published in a special issue of the Journal of Geosciences 

entitled Magmatic evolution of Mongolian part of the Central Asian 

Orogenic Belt and its geodynamic signifi cance, edited by the Czech, 
Mongolian and Chinese authors. 

Breakdown of Rodinia (~ 800–750 Ma), its record 
in the orogenic belts of southwestern Africa 
and southeastern South America
Work on this project fi nanced by the Czech Science Foundation 
started in 2015. Project’s objective is the understanding the 
pre-collisional geological evolution as well as the tectonic 
position of the main geological units that had formed one 
of the main western Gondwana’s orogenic belts during the 
Neoproterozoic convergence. It is the so-called Kaoko-Gariep-
Dom Feliciano orogenic belt, exposed nowadays in the littoral 
areas of the southern Atlantic Ocean. The project was drafted as 
a multi-disciplinary study of the origin of sedimentary rocks and 
associated products of volcanism probably linked to continental 
rifting. The applied methods encompass in particular provenance 
study of the sedimentary rocks along with geochemical research 
and dating of the auxiliary magmatism. The fact the whole 
orogenic belt being at present separated by the Atlantic Ocean 
puts a great emphasis on the necessity of studying the mutual 
correlation of units within both the South American and African 
parts of the belt.

     
The role of carbonatites for the budget of HFSE 
and HSE elements in the Earth’s mantle – a combined 
approach using stable and radiogenic isotopes
The project focuses on rather exotic rocks with magma-derived 
carbonate, which are carbonatites, being an important source 
of information about mantle’s geochemical properties and 
about interaction of CO2-rich low-viscosity magmas with the 
continental crust. This project of the Czech Science Foundation 
encompasses cooperation with the Indian Institute of Technology 
Kharagpur (India) and with the New Mexico Highlands University 
(USA) in sampling of carbonatites of various ages and of various 
geotectonic positions. Remarkable geochemical anomalies of 
some elements (Zr, Hf, Nb, Ta), combined with innovative analyses 
of siderophile elements (Os, Re, and others) can highly contribute 
to the knowledge of history and distribution of those signifi cant 
petrogenetic indicators in the mantle, thus enhancing the 
knowledge of their mass balance in the major global reservoirs. 
In addition, they can upgrade our inside knowledge of the 
historical evolution of the mantle and its role in the large-scale 
magma eff usions, as is for instance the Deccan Trap Basalt in India 
at the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary.    
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INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
INMON: Innovation of methods for monitoring the health 
status of Norway spruce forest stands in the Krušné hory 
Mts using hyperspectral image data 
INMON, the Czech-American cooperation project, is focused on 
monitoring the health of the Norway spruce (Picea abies) forest 
ecosystems in the Krušné hory Mts, an area of the “black triangle” 
using the modern methods of image spectroscopy. The current 
project follows up on the previously run research in 1998–2004 
in cooperation with Faculty of Science and NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC), during which airborne hyperspectral image 
data were acquired by the ASAS sensor. A new airborne imaging 
took place in 2013 and this time, hyperspectral data were acquired 
using the APEX sensor (run by the Belgian VITO agency).  This 
provided a unique opportunity to study the changes in the health 
status of the spruce stands that had taken place between the 

airborne imaging carried out in 1998 and 2013. The health of 
spruce stands is in this case evaluated on the basis of biochemical 
and biophysical parameters (for instance the content of leaf 
pigments, lignin, LAI: leaf area index, canopy cover and others), 
which are determined both in the laboratory from needle-leaf 
samples or in the fi eld with the aid of hemispheric photographs. 
These parameters then act as an input for models simulating the 
spectral behaviour of the studied stands and are further utilized in 
getting information straight from the aerial hyperspectral images. 
Another application is the vegetation index calculation from the 
airborne hyperspectral data, which correlate very well with the 
forest state-of-health indicators. The values of those indexes can 
be subsequently evaluated basing on areal trends and gradients 
and on their changes within time. The values of individual 
parameters describing the present-day conditions of the forests 
are then correlated with geochemical parameters of the soil 
substrate taking into consideration the occurrence and quantity 
of nutrients and selected load elements. 

The role of Palaeozoic accretion and collisional 
orogens in the formation and growth of continental 
crust (ROPAKO)
The team of the NÁVRAT project was involved in particular with 
the issue of comparing the Tibeto-Himalayan mountain belt with 
the European Variscan orogen. This program, co-fi nanced by the 
French ANR agency, has brought interesting results in comparing 
the geothermal gradient, potassium magmatism and time relations 
of the two orogenic systems. The numerical models based on 
the geodynamics of the European Variscan belt have shown the 
thermal structure of the Tibetan core – the Qintang area, to have 
been generated in the same manner, which is by gravity inversion 
of the relaminated felsic crust and its open channel fl ow in shallow 
depths of the crust.  Relamination of the radiogenic felsic crust was 
then substantiated in the Bohemian Massif area and in the French 
Vosges Mountains and it is evident this process being the essential 

mechanism typical for collisional orogens. The relaminated crust is 
an extremely low viscosity hot material, intensely inter-reacting with 
the surrounding mafi c-eclogitic lower crust, which causes large-
scale metasomatic exchanges exemplifi ed by the intermediate 
granulites of the Bohemian Massif. The project also involved 
investigations in the Iberian Variscan belt, particularly in Pyrenees 
and in the Catalan shore ranges. These activities contributed to 
understanding the middle-crust fl ow process culminating in the 
genesis of migmatite-granitic domes in the Upper Carboniferous. 
This process is associated with a gigantic oroclinal bending 
leading to the birth of the Iberian orocline as corroborated by our 
paleomagnetic and geochronological investigations. 

The international research and development 
activities also involved projects of the KONTAKT II, 
INGO II and Mobility programmes: 

# Representation of the Czech Republic in the steering bodies 
of the Society for Geology Applied to Mineral Deposits (SGA)

# Large landslide area Datvijvari in Georgia (photo by P. Kycl). 
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# Membership in the Scientifi c Committee on Antarctic Research 
(SCAR) and in the Council of Managers of National Antarctic 
Programs (COMNAP)

# Seasonal cavern related storage of solar excess heat in the 
border region between Austria and the Czech Republic

# Intra-Sudetic Basin Geopark – a cross-border Czech-Polish 
cooperation

# Landslide hazard prediction in the Carpathian Flysch Belt 
and setting-up a unifi ed methodology

# Reconstruction of uplifting history in the Fuegian Andes central 
belt (southern Tierra del Fuego, Argentina)

7TH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME OF THE EUROPEAN 
UNION
R&Dialogue – Research and Civil Society Dialogue 
towards a low-carbon society
Project commented elsewhere in the Annual Report (on p. 19).

SLAvONIC: Eff ects of soil alteration on nitrogen 
and carbon cycling
Despite being regarded as some of the most natural ecosystems, 
forests of Central Europe are facing a marked oppression from the 
human kind. Some of the most signifi cant changes in the forest 
function are connected with man-induced acidifi cation of forest 
soils (acid rains in the 20th century), eutrophication (accumulation 
of nitrogen from atmospheric deposition) and long-term 
economic management (change in the natural composition 
of wood species). Simultaneously, forests are perceived as 
ecosystems capable of capturing carbon from the atmosphere 
and thus help mitigate impacts of climate change. The mission of 
the SLAvONIC project is to study the carbon and nitrogen cycles in 
forest soils (dissolved and gaseous phase) in a spruce- and beech-
dominated forest in dependence on experimentally modifi ed 
conditions. Interventions in the chemical composition of soils 
include (1) soil acidifi cation – intensifying deposition of 
sulphur, (2) eutrophication – intensifying deposition of N and 
(3) a combined eff ect of acidifi cation and eutrophication. The 
main aim of the project is to assess the ability of forest soils to 
capture carbon and nitrogen and to simulate key processes 
infl uencing the transformation of the organic matter in soil using 
biogeochemical models (www.geology.cz/slavonic).

Minerals 4EU: Minerals Intelligence Network for 
Europe
Work on this project, whose coordinator is I. Sitenský, was 
started in September 2013. The project was fi nanced by the 
European Union funds for science and research. Its main output 
was the formation of a pan-European mineral resources-related 
information expert and data system. While participating in the 
WP2 project in 2015, the CGS endeavoured to fi nd realistic 
principles for running the information system after project’s 
closure in August 2015. Within the WP5 project the Czech 

Geological Survey created a well-run metadata system and 
an input of relevant data from individual providers. These data 
provide basic information about the structured mineral resources-
related data-sources (datasets, web service). The data derived from 
the SurIS system were mapped into data specifi cations defi ned 
for the Minerals4EU system basing on the INSPIRE specifi cation 
set-up for raw materials. The data were provided in required 
format into the application system for harvesting and publication 
on the Minerals4EU portal. The data of the Czech Republic to be 
submitted for the European raw materials yearbook were prepared 
in 2015 within the WP4 package. In 2015, the CGS has prepared 
for the WP6 package (Foresight studies) a separate chapter about 
the possibilities of utilizing mine tailings based on case studies 
from the Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary and Portugal. The 
case study from the Czech Republic dealt with the use of the Sn-W 
ore dressing-derived fl otation slurries from the Cínovec setting pit 
as a source of Li (Rb, Cs) ores. Complete results of the project are 
available on its website www.minerals4eu.eu.           

PROJECTS OF THE HORIZON 2020 PROGRAMME
Brachiopods As SEnsitive tracers of gLobal mariNe 
Environment: Insights from alkaline, alkaline Earth 
metal and metalloid trace element ratios and isotope 
systems (BASE-LiNE Earth)
The European Union-sponsored international project focuses 
on isotopic composition of selected elements (Li, Mg, etc.) 
in the global ocean since the Palaeozoic until now, which is 
ca 540 million years. The key issue of the project is the analysis 
of brachiopod shells; this group belongs to the oldest organisms, 
because its existence has been proved in early Cambrian seas. 
Information on such a large time span is lacking for many 
element systems in the oceans, nevertheless, for many of them 
reliable data exist from the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary onwards, 
being based above all on analyses of foraminifers. Therefore, 
the new data can provide a lot of inside information not only 
about the chemical evolution of sea water (temperature, salinity, 
pH, etc.), but also about palaeoclimate conditions, their changes 
or about weathering process intensity on the ancient 
continents.      

Measuring, monitoring and assessment 
of the environmental impact of shale gas extraction 
(M4ShaleGas) 
Within the M4ShaleGas, H2020 EC project entitled Measuring, 

monitoring and assessment of the environmental impact of shale gas 

extraction, selected rock types with increased content of organic 
substances were investigated as regards the concentration of 
potential pollutants and their possible introduction into drill 
suspensions. The year 2015 saw compilation of the archival data 
on chemical composition of formation waters in the selected 
structures of the marginal part of the Bohemian Massif. A gateway 
structural 3D model of selected formations was constructed to 
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be subsequently coupled with the hydro-geochemical database. 
New measurements will be gradually fed into that model.    

PROJECTS RUNNING UNDER THE OPERATIONAL 
PROGRAMME OF CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION 
ArchaeoMontan, cooperation with the Free State 
of Saxony
The ArchaeoMontan 2018 project will encompass continuation of 
a systematic investigation of extant deep medieval mine networks 
in the area of Dippoldiswalde and Niederpöbel in Saxony and of 
the newly discovered sites in Berggießhübel and Scharfenberg 
(Meissen region). In the Czech Republic, archaeological research 
will focus on the mine sites in the Přísečnice area, in particular on 
the unique settlement at Kremsiger and on the ancient ironworks 
near Černá Voda. Research will also concentrate on a number of 
other sites of medieval mining heritage in the Přísečnice area. The 
extent of medieval mining is planned to be studied in the Krupka 
and Jáchymov areas, accompanied by airborne laser scanning 
(LIDAR) and by auxiliary test pitting in the medieval mining 
sites and settlements of those areas. Within the ArchaeoMontan 

2018 project the CGS will focus on drafting and preparation of 
geochemical and mineralogical expert reports about the ores 
and artefacts coming from medieval mining. Another important 
activity is the study of archival mining maps and their matching 
with the knowledge gathered in the fi eld and by airborne 
scanning. The results gathered by fi eldwork and in the laboratory 
are utilized in setting up complex mineralogical, geochemical 
and economic geology characteristics of medieval mine sites 
and in studying the relations of those characteristics with the 
extraction method of their commercially viable compounds. The 
Krupka and Jáchymov areas are very large. The medieval tin-ore 
mining near Krupka and the base-metal silver ore mining in the 
surrounding districts (Osek, Mikulov, etc.) is mentioned in the 
historical literature sources, whereas the medieval mining in the 
Jáchymov area is indicated only indirectly (by geochemistry of 
the alluvial deposit sequences). Possible archaeological evidence 
of medieval mining in the studied areas will not only alter the 
present-day theories about the age of minerals mining in the 
Krušné hory area but it will also cast a new light on these issues 

within the overall context of mining history of the Czech Republic 
and Central Europe. Besides the publishing and documentary 
practice the main project output will the newly built exhibition of 
medieval mining in Dippoldiswalde, which shall show the recently 
found artefacts. 

UNESCO (IGCP) INTERNATIONAL GEOSCIENCE 
PROGRAMMES
Geologists of the CGS participated in 2015 in the implementation 
of several IGCP projects that encompass challenging programmes 
targeting correlation of geological phenomena across present-day 
continents. 

These projects are:  
IGCP Project 591 – EARLY TO MIDDLE PALAEOZOIC REVOLUTION.
IGCP/SIDA Project 594 – IMPACT OF MINING ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT IN AFRICA.
IGCP Project 596 – CLIMATE CHANGE AND BIODIVERSITY 
PATTERNS IN THE MIDDLE PALEOZOIC.
IGCP Project 624 – ONE GEOLOGY.

International membership 
EuroGeoSurveys – gathering of 32 European geological surveys 
ICOGS – International Consorcium of Geological Surveys 
Central European Initiative – gathering of Central European 
geological surveys: Czech, Slovak, Austrian, Hungarian, Polish 
and Slovenian 
ENeRG – European Network for Research in Geo-Energy 
(member of the Steering Committee and website editor V. Hladík) 
SGA – Society for Geology Applied to Mineral Deposits (executive 
secretary J. Pašava, student representative A. Vymazalová) – 
a scientifi c society gathering over 1000 specialists in the fi eld 
of geology and mineral deposits from over 80 countries around 
the world 
AAPG – American Association of Petroleum Geologists 
(President of the European Region V. Dvořáková) 
INQUA – International Union for Quaternary Research 
ProGEO – European Association for the Protection 
of Geological Heritage 
KBGA – Carpatho-Balkan Geological Association 
CO2NET – Carbon Dioxide Knowledge Sharing Network 
(V. Hladík – member of the steering committee)
EAGE – European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers; 
affi  liated member is the Czech Association of Applied 
Geophysicists (member of the steering committee D. Čápová) 
CGMW – Commission for the Geological Map of the World 
GIC – Geoscience Information Consortium – a consortium 
gathering the managers of informatics of 26 geological surveys 
around the world 
IAGOD – International Association on the Genesis of Ore Deposits 
(leader of the Czech team B. Kříbek) 
SEG – Society of Exploration Geologists (member of the steering 
committee J. Pašava) 
SRG – The Society of Resource Geology (Japan) 
CETEG – Central European Tectonic Groups
COMNAP – Council of Managers of National Antarctic Programs
SCAR – The Scientifi c Committee on Antarctic Research 

#  Description of an ore-mineral structure in the gallery 
of the medieval mine at Dippoldiswalde, Saxony (photo by V. Žáček, 
June, 2015).
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The participants of the international fi eld trip Eurogranites 2015 
at the active quarry in Rácov (Moldanubian batholith).

CENTRAL LABORATORY PRAGUE 
The Central Laboratory is located in Barrandov, Prague. It is 
responsible for the chemical analysis of minerals, rocks and 
sediments as well as the biogeochemical analysis of organic 
materials such as conifer needles, wood, and peat. Analysis of 
water is also carried out here. The laboratory has been accredited 
since 1993 and regular national and international interlaboratory 
tests of analytical quality have been consistently giving good 
results. 

Analyses of solid samples
Silicate analysis is the main service requested by the CGS and 
other clients. The analysis of major elements provides fundamental 

information on the stoichiometry of minerals and the chemical 
composition of rocks. In addition, the contents of trace elements 
are determined using a variety of instrumental methods (ICP-MS, 
FAAS, HGAAS and RFA). Special procedures are also available for 
fi re assay of gold and platinum group metals (PGM). 

Water analyses 
The analysis of groundwater and precipitation is an important 
duty of the laboratory at Barrandov. The contents of metals and 
anions, and total carbon and nitrogen dissolved in water are 
important environmental indicators. Aquifers and surface waters 
must be monitored regularly. Analysis of trace elements is carried 
out using ETAAS and ICP-MS.

V ě r a  Z o u l k o v á

H e a d 
o f  t h e  C e n t r a l  L a b o r a t o r y 
i n  P r a g u e

J u r a j  F r a n c ů

H e a d 
o f  t h e  C e n t r a l  L a b o r a t o r y 
B r n o
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CENTRAL LABORATORY BRNO
Central Laboratory Brno has been accredited since 1993 and 
focuses on the organic and gas geochemistry. 

Rocks and crude oils
Contents of the organic and mineral carbon and of total sulphur 
are determined in the sedimentary rocks and soils. Selected 
samples of rocks and crude oil are subjected to analyses of 
molecular composition of extractable compounds, especially 
biomarkers indicating biological origin of organic matter, for 
instance from deciduous or coniferous trees or algae. Refl ected 
and fl uorescence light microscopy helps characterize organic 
petrographic constituents such as pollen grains, cuticles, plant 
tissues or fossils. Vitrinite refl ectance is utilized in reconstructing 
the thermal history of sedimentary basins, the depth of burial 
or erosion. 

Ecology
Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) are analysed in soils 
and in fl y ash. A detailed examination of their composition 
indicates whether they come from a natural background or 
from contamination. The total content of polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons or their mutual ratios are utilized in compilation 
of environmental load maps.  

Gases
Field measurements of gases are carried out using Ecoprobe 5 
and Draeger portable instruments. Detailed accredited 
chromatographic quantitative analysis determines 20 compounds 
including helium and argon. These measurements along with the 
analyses of isotopic composition of carbon in methane and in 
higher hydrocarbons help determine the origin of the gases, be it 
for instance from collieries, microbial activities or from oil deposits.

SPECIAL LABORATORIES
Special Laboratories represent the core of the Department of Rock 
Geochemistry and they provide a variety of applications. X-ray 
diff raction analysis is an indispensable method for determining 
the lattice structure of crystalline solid materials and for phase 
analysis of geological samples. Particular attention is given to 
the study of new minerals and synthetic phases of platinum-
group elements, investigation of their crystal structure and select 
physico-chemical properties. Chemical composition and zoning of 
single mineral grains are the subject of studies using the scanning 
electron microscope (SEM); rock microstructures are visualized by 
using the electron backscatter diff raction (EBSD) system. 

The P-V-T-X conditions of the genesis and composition of 
hydrothermal solutions are studied in our Fluid Inclusions Facility. 
The Experimental Mineralogical Laboratory focuses on phase 
relation study within the S, Te, Se and PGE-bearing systems. The 
thermal ionization mass spectrometer (TIMS) and multicollector 
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (MC ICP-MS) are 
capable of measuring the isotopic composition of elements and 
are important in petrogenetic and geochronological applications 
(for instance Sr, Nd, Pb, Li, Cr, Mg…). The infl uence of global 
palaeoenvironmental changes on the marine and terrestrial 
communities is the subject of research in the Laboratory of 
Ecostratigraphy and Palaeobiology. 

The staff  members of the Special Laboratories are not only 
responsible for providing primary data, but are also often 
renowned scientists, taking an active part in multidisciplinary 
projects, regularly publishing their results and are involved in 
teaching activities. 

V o j t ě c h  J a n o u š e k

D e p u t y  H e a d 
o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t 
o f  R o c k  G e o c h e m i s t r y

# Folded migmatite, Mongolian Altay.

# The camp of the CGS expedition in the Gobi Desert, Mongolia.



The services of the Library and Collections are utilized not only by specialists from the Czech Geological Survey 
and other scientific institutions, but also by students, private researchers and the other interested people 
from the general public. Researchers can make use of study rooms in Klárov 3, Prague and in Brno workplace 
in Leitnerova 22. There, they will find materials from the holdings of the Library and Collections at their disposal. 

Library and Collections
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A small exhibition dedicated to famous geologist, Antarctic explorer, mountaineer and desert admirer Dr Josef Sekyra. The exhibition was situated at 
Klárov, Prague, at the turn of the years 2015 and 2016. It is one of the outputs of project No. 343500 focused on the conservation of his unique collection. 

Library
The CGS Library provides the largest volume of geosciences 
literature in the Czech Republic. Since 2013 it also holds the 
specialized fund from the former library of the Ministry of 
the Environment, which contains, besides handbooks and 
juristic literature, also a large number of encyclopaedias and 

environment-related literature. As the only library in the Czech 
Republic we off er literature dealing with the topics of waste and 
waste-related economy. In addition to enabling access to its nine 
own databases, all registered readers can use the worldwide full 
text databases (Science Direct, SpringerLink, Willey Interscience, 
Blackwell, Geoscience World) and bibliographic databases 
(Web of Knowledge, Scopus, Georef and Geobase and 
Environment Complete).  The resources of online information 
held by the CGS Library are the most extensive of all the libraries 
administered by the Ministry of the Environment. In 2015, our 
library started to utilize new library standards for fund processing. 
The currently used UNIMARC/AACR2 standards were exchanged 
for the MARC21/RDA ones.  Conversion of cataloguing fi les into 
the MARC21 format and cataloguing based on the new RDA rules 
were made thanks to the MK VISK3 program funds.    

H a n a  B r e i t e r o v á

H e a d  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t 
o f  I n f o r m a t i o n  S e r v i c e s 
a n d  H e a d  o f  t h e  G e o l o g i c a l  L i b r a r y
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Concurrently, a new modern, MK VISK3-supported OPAC 
catalogue was purchased and implemented.  

Other activities of the Library
Besides standard activities related to services of the Library, its staff  
participates in data processing and transfers them to the Register 
of Information of the R&D&I Council. 

The geological bibliography from the current and backlogged 
annual reports is in progress.

The articles processed in this manner are an integral part 
of the National geoscience bibliography GeoLib. Processing of 
articles from all printed sources available in CGS Library in order 
to create an environment-related bibliography is also in progress. 
Processing of waste-disposal economy related articles is an 
important and unique agenda not dealt with by any other library. 
These articles are particularly utilized by the staff  of the Ministry 
of the Environment.   

COLLECTIONS
The Department of Geological Collections stores and provides 
access to the fossils, samples of minerals and rocks, drill cores, 
thin sections and other geology-related items collected by 
researchers from the CGS or from other institutions, as well as 
by private collectors during fi eld work. The scientifi cally most 
valuable specimens are located in the geological, mineralogical, 
and palaeontological collections. The material selected from those 
collections, if being suitable for museum deposition, is stored, 
made accessible and registered in the CES national register under 
the terms of Act No. 122/2000 Coll., and later versions, and of 
the amended Decree No. 275/2000 Coll. These specimens are 
deposited, made accessible and lent out under strict conditions 
defi ned by the regulations quoted above. 

Material documentation (geological and palaeontological 
samples from geological mapping, thin sections and drill cores 
from logged diamond drill holes) is being kept under the terms of 
Act No. 62/1988 Coll., amended by Act No. 66/2001 Coll.

Signifi cant new acquisitions to the CGS Collections 
The purchase of a part of the collection belonging to the notable 
Czech collector P. Kácha can be considered as the best acquisition 

of the year 2015. His collection contains a very valuable 
material coming mostly from Ordovician sites in the surroundings 
of the town of Beroun. Around 700 fossil specimens from the 
Ordovician of Prague and its eastern surroundings donated 
to the collections by J. Peršín and M. David, as well as a variety 
of type and original materials from collections of Z. Šimůnek and 
O. Fatka are worth mentioning. This material and new collections 
liable to be museum-deposited were entered into the central fi le 
of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic. Attendance to 
the holdings (300,000 pcs in total) has been accompanied by an 
intensive publishing activity. 

Within the framework of the study Draft concept of a further 

development of the stores of material and written documentation 

of the CGS (Štrupl et al. 2013), extensive work has been carried out 
on conservation of samples and of archival materials collected by 
Dr Josef Sekyra and held in the  area of Lužná u Rakovníka. A large-
scale re-discard and re-deposition of fi nd-site palaeontological 
collections (coll. P) also take place in that area. Those activities 
are done within the in-house CGS project No. 343500. The 
two-year, bilateral project with the Geological Survey of Austria 
(Geologische Bundesanstalt Wien – GBA) involved cooperation 
of departments dealing with materials and collections, archives 
and GIS archives of both institutions. Within the scope of this 
project and in cooperation with the Institute of Geology and 
Palaeontology, Charles University, the year 2015 saw studies of 
materials deposited in GBA’s premises. They contain collections of 
Pompeckj, Jahn, Barrande and a vast unique material of Miocene 
fresh water gastropods from northwest Bohemia. The studies 
conducted in the collections of Naturhistorisches Museum, Wien, 
surprisingly discovered a part of a collection of M. Dusl – a well-
known 19th century collector in the Barrandian area. The studies 
also revealed unknown trilobite material having belonged to 
J. M. Šáry (1876) and F. Hanuš (1915), as well as trilobites from 
a collection of nowadays almost unknown Prof. J. Sieber (1845, 
1847). The collection includes then undescribed or newly 
described chirotypes of Hawle and Corda (1847), determined 
by A. C. J. Corda and sent to Naturhistorisches Museum as a token 
of scientifi c cooperation at the very end of the pre-Barrande 
research phase. The above-mentioned fi nds will be published as 
soon as possible. 

# Opening page of the new catalogue. # Page with search results.



Within the frame of the administration of State Geological Survey, the staff of Geofond secures collection, 
long-term storage and maintenance, evaluation and access to geological documentation and to results 
of the Earth Science investigations deposited by both natural persons and corporate bodies in accordance 
with the Act No. 62/1988 Coll., on geological work. These data are managed and made available in professional 
records of the Geoscience Information System. 

Geological documentation
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Digitization of archive holdings – workplace 
of the Geofond Division in Prague.

Archives
Archive of research and expert advice reports is a specialized 
archive that manages the largest collection of unpublished 
documents from geosciences and related fi elds of the Czech 

Republic. It consists of several hundreds thousands of texts 
and graphic supplements, that occupy more than 3.5 thousands 
meters of archives. In 2015, almost 4,000 new research and expert 
advice reports were passed on the Geofond Division of the CGS. 
In addition, the holdings have been expanded by depositing 
documents from the CGS own research activities, as well as from 
archival sources. 

All the new archivals were processed and made available for 
parametric browsing in the ASGI application. Selected data from 
the documents are processed thematically in the professional 
records of the Geofond Division.

Map Archive collects in-house produced geological maps 
and also manages geological map documents acquired from 

M i l a d a  H r d l o v i c s o v á

H e a d  o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t 
o f  G e o l o g i c a l  D o c u m e n t a t i o n 
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other sources. They range from the core Czech geological data 
to overseas geoscientifi c map products. An extensive dataset of 
mining maps is an independent part of the Map Archive, which 
is gradually complemented with copies of selected thematic 
maps from the National Archives holdings. All map datasets 
are searchable and browsable in a new Map Archive online 
application, launched in 2015. 

Archive service and digitization of archive holdings 
The archive holdings are utilized as an information support 
for the needs of government bodies, for the professional and 
general public, schools and academia. In 2015, more than 
10,000 documents were provided by request to readers in the 
study room, and a sizeable set of documents was studied or 
sent at readers’ request in digital form. A systematic digitizing of 
archival holdings has been underway at specialized work places 
in Prague and Brno for more than 10 years. The main goal is the 
permanent saving and securing future use of the oldest geological 
manuscripts that are mostly endangered by degradation. 
Approximately 2.9 million pages of research and expert advice 
reports have been digitized until now. Almost all Map Archive 
holdings are available in digital form. 

Borehole logs material documentation 
(Geofond Division)
In a special fi ling system of sample containers, the CGS Geofond 
Division repositories hold a continuously complemented set 
of over 33 thousand meters of collected geological materials 
available on demand. It is an extraordinarily valuable complex of 
rock samples in the form of cuttings or coherent drill-cores from 
structural and other important boreholes from the CR territory. 

Borehole logs, hydrogeological database, 
geophysical records and archives 
Information on geological exploration activities in the Czech 
Republic are stored in individual professional datasets based on 
point-diagram or planary-diagram systems. The fundamental 
data are available in the web map service application GISViewer, 
simple data outputs are provided within pre-paid eEarth and 
eWater online services. Complex outputs involving interaction 
of individual datasets are provided on demand. 

In 2015, the cooperation on the Review of Groundwater 

Resources project continued. New objects drilled within the frame 

of this project have been continuously incorporated into the GDO 
and GEO datasets. The data and graphic outputs have become 
part of created fi nal documentation of the project.

Geologically documented objects dataset – GDO 
contains basic information on geological exploration works. 
It is the most comprehensive dataset with more than 
690,400 objects. 

Borehole, shaft and well record dataset – GEO contains 
lithological descriptions with depth and thickness data. It 
contains data on almost 617,700 objects. You can fi nd here 
even descriptions of the objects that you do not fi nd in the 
CGS Archive, because part of the data was transferred in 
a digital form only.   

Hydrogeological database – HYD contains more 
detailed hydrogeological data including information on 
hydrogeological measurements, analyses and tests. The data 
are being continually updated; almost 97,200 objects are 
deposited here at present. 

Technical parameters of well drilling dataset – TECH involves 
information on well construction and casing parameters for 
nearly 3,500 boreholes. 

Drill logging dataset – KAR contains digitized drill-logging data 
from more than 5,300 boreholes and directional log data from 
more than 2,900 objects. 

Groundwater data and information dataset contains data on 
the groundwater reserve estimation polygons and data on the 
regional hydrogeological resource evaluation polygons. 

# Well-arranged coal district map – Hřebeny, Preyssler (1832).

# Archived samples of drill 
core library. 



The CGS Publishing House covers a wide variety of activities with the aim of providing to the professional 
and general public, including teachers and children, an easy access to the results of its science-and-research 
programme. Publishing is the primordial activity that creates a wide spectrum of publications informing 
about the results of both domestic research as well as the experience of geologists-specialists working 
all over the world. Nevertheless, the methods of conveying scientific knowledge to the general public are 
also important. Therefore, the CGS concentrates on the popularization of Earth sciences and on opening up 
the research results via exhibitions, fairs, conferences, and educational activities on geosciences, 
the CGS information portal, social networks and other modern technologies. 

Publishing House and promotional activities
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The winners from the natural history clubs established within the frame of the project Through science to education, through education to science were 
announced during the closing conference “Being a geologist with(out) learning”, held on 24th September 2015 in the Didactic centre of geology at Říčany. 

PUBLISHING ACTIVITY
In 2015, the Czech Geological Survey released 28 titles in total 
as a result of its publishing activity, work on various projects 
and commercial activities. Thanks to this fact, the CGS has thus 
recorded the biggest earnings made by its Geological Bookshop. 
The Publishing House has been the chief coordinator of the 
project of the Operational Programme Competitiveness through 
education Through science to education, through education 

to science with the objective to support systematically the 

P a t r i k  F i f e r n a

H e a d  o f  t h e  P u b l i s h i n g  H o u s e 
o f  t h e  C G S
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cooperation science-and-research institutions, of elementary and 
grammar schools, universities and scientifi c-popular institutions. 
Within this project, a follow-up of project called Discoveries 

are waiting for you, run in 2013 and 2014, activity of 38 natural 
history clubs continued. It involved preparation of educational 
materials, fi eld trips, workshops and open day events. Teachers 
could get acquainted with the geosciences through geology-
oriented fi eld trips, thematic workshops, holiday school courses 
and international internship facilities. More than 92 educational 
materials were prepared within the project and are freely available 
on the portal dedicated to the geosphere entitled World of 
Geology (www.geology.cz/svet-geologie).    

# One of the priorities of the CGS Publishing House is the continual 
production of sheets of the Geological base maps of the Czech Republic 
at a scale of 1:25,000, accompanied by explanatory booklets. New 
releases are the maps 25-144 Jablůnka, 25-231 Rožnov pod Radhoštěm 
and 25-142 Valašské Meziříčí.

# On 11th February 2015, the CGS Geological Bookshop hosted a signing 
ceremony and launch of publication by Petr Morávek entitled Maps 
of gold occurrences in the Czech Republic, which has at once become 
one of the most sold releases. 

# Didactic centre for interactive experience education of not only 
in geology but also in geology-related sciences was opened on Thursday 
9th April 2015 in the grammar school on Masaryk Square at Říčany. 
The centre is in its size and complexity a unique venue and off ers 
a number of activities for children, teachers and general public visitors. 
More information is available on the World of Geology portal 
(http: //www.geology.cz/svet-geologie/vylety/dgc). 

# Educational activity highly favoured by children, teachers and 
general public is the animations depicting genesis of various nature 
formations. They are placed on the World of Geology portal 
(www.geology.cz/svet-geologie/fi lmy/animace-prirodni-utvary) and 
they show diff erent types of volcanic eruptions, genesis of single continents 
or the formation of selected volcanos on Czech Republic’s territory. 

 On 11th February 2015, the CGS Geological Bookshop hosted a signing 
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BOOK FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS
The Czech Geological Survey presented mostly popular education 
publications at the autumn Havlíčkův Brod book fair. The CGS 
cooperated again in organizing the largest science festivals in the 
Czech Republic – the Science and Technology Week and the GIS 
Days at Liberec. Three exhibitions were held in the CGS Geological 
Bookshop during the year 2015: Colours of Central America, History 

of mining in philately II and Mongolia seen by a geologist. 
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Photo – Films about geology, augmented reality 
animation and virtual laboratories (a collage)  
The high-quality documentary fi lms enable viewers to get 
acquainted with the mainstream subjects dealt with by specialists 
from various geoscience disciplines. Those fi lms highlight for 
instance the individual stages in Earth’s evolution or study 
the main historical buildings (castles, country-houses and 
monasteries) with respect to the bedrock underneath. The fi lms 
can be seen on the World of Geology portal (www.geology.cz/

svet-geologie/fi lmy). 
On selected localities of the Czech Republic augmented 

reality animations inform in a visually attractive manner about 
the landscape formation and about the gradually originating 
life. Using the Czech Geology AR application, which is freely 
downloadable from the Google Play, one can fancy, while being 
right in the fi eld with a smart phone or a tablet, the landscape 
and life how they looked like at various geological stages of Earth’s 
evolution. For education on the school premises, the animations 
can be also seen on the World of Geology portal (www.geology.

cz/svet-geologie/fi lmy/czech-geology-ar). Children and adults can 
act as scientists in the virtual laboratories used as playgrounds 
which highlight the regularities of selected natural phenomena 
or acquire their own experience while simulating situations that 
could otherwise last long or their modelling could be costly or 
even utterly impossible to be modelled. All the laboratories are 
accessible from the World of Geology portal (http://www.geology.

cz/svet-geologie/pokusy/virtualni-laboratore).    

# A conference called “Being a geologist with(out) learning” 
dedicated to closure of the project Through science to education, through 
education to science was held on 24th September 2015 in the Didactic 
centre of geology at Říčany. The main subject of the conference was 
a presentation of materials generated during the project either in 
printed or electronic forms. 

# The fi eld excursions, where specialists from the CGS familiarized 
teachers and university students with the geological past of selected 
localities, have become the most popular activity within the project 
Through science to education, through education to science. In total, 
more than 35 fi eld trips have been made. 

# The Czech Geological Survey maintained its tradition of partnership 
in the Science and Technology Week organized by the Academy of 
Sciences of the CR. In 2015, the CGS prepared open day event in the CGS 
or interesting exhibitions and presentations. In the picture, the visitors 
of the open day in the CGS Klárov are watching a presentation 
of the Palaeozoic life using special 3D glasses. 
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P. Morávek

Maps of gold occurrences 
in the Czech Republic  

P. Maděra (ed.)

Newsletter of project 
REPP-CO2

V. Čechová (ed.)

Geoscience Research Reports 
in 2014

V. Prouza, K. Pošmourný, J. Vítek

Broumovsko – Geology of the 
Protected Landscape Areas in 
the Czech Republic (in Czech) 

V. Prouza, K. Pošmourný, J. Vítek

Broumovsko – Geology of the 
Protected Landscape Areas in 
the Czech Republic (in English) 

Z. Kukal, R. Šarič

Geology for inquisitive people 2 

B O O K S  A N D  P E R I O D I C A L S

Selected publications issued by the Czech Geological Survey

Projekt vznikl za podpory:

 
Škola:

Datum:

Jméno:

VĚDOU KE VZDĚLÁNÍ, VZDĚLÁNÍM K VĚDĚ

Geologie pro zvídavé 2

J. Starý, J. Novák, D. Mašek, K. Dušek 

Register of Mineral Deposits 
Reserves of the CR 

J. Starý, J. Novák, S. Žáčková

Review of Reserved Mineral Deposits 
Reserves of the CR, Parts I and II

J. Starý, J. Novák, J. Mojžíš, J. Novák ml.

Review of Reserved Mineral Deposits 
Reserves of the CR, Part III 
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J. Starý, P. Kavina, I. Sitenský, D. Mašek

Changes in Reserves of Reserved 
Mineral Deposits 2005–2014

J. Starý, I. Sitenský, D. Mašek, T. Hodková, 

M. Vaněček, J. Novák, A. Horáková, P. Kavina

Mineral commodity summaries 
of the Czech Republic 2014 (in Czech)

J. Starý, I. Sitenský, D. Mašek, T. Hodková, 

M. Vaněček, J. Novák, A. Horáková, P. Kavina

Mineral commodity summaries 
of the Czech Republic 2014 (in English)

O. Krejčí et al.

25-144 Jablůnka 
V. Baldík et al.

25-231 Rožnov pod Radhoštěm
R. Novotný et al. 

25-142 Valašské Meziříčí 
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Geological base map of the Czech Republic at 1 : 25,000 scale with Explanatory Booklet 
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The Bulletin of Geosciences (www.geology.cz/bulletin) is 
the most signifi cant scientifi c journal published by the Czech 
Geological Survey. This journal – formerly called “Věstník” – was 
founded on request of the scientists from the State Geological 
Institute of the Czechoslovak Republic. The fi rst volume was issued 
in 1925. Since then, thousands of scientifi c papers have been 
published in the journal and it now constitutes an archive of the 
most important scientifi c research on geology of the Bohemian 
Massif. In 2006, the Editorial Board set the focus of the journal 
on palaeoenvironmental research and the evolution of life on 
Earth. In 2007, the Bulletin of Geosciences was included with other 
international scientifi c journals in the most prestigious scientifi c 
databases. In 2010, on the basis of the high quality of its scientifi c 
content, the prestigious American company Thomson Reuters 
awarded the journal an impact factor. Thanks to the long-term 
eff orts of the current Editorial Board, the Bulletin of Geosciences 
is one of the top 10 most important scientifi c journals published 
in the Czech Republic and it has the highest impact factor of all 

geo-scientifi c journals. Its impact factor value for 2015 is 1.7.

The Czech Geological Survey is a co-publisher of the 
Journal of Geosciences (http://www.jgeosci.org) released 
by the Czech Geological Society with the grant support 
of the Council for Scientifi c Societies of the Czech 
Republic and the Czech Literary Fund Foundation. 
Being a periodical with a long tradition (61st volume), 
it takes up with its predecessors Časopis pro mineralogii 
a geologii and Journal of the Czech Geological Society. 
Since 2006, it has been focusing on process-oriented 
studies dealing mainly with mineralogy, structural 
geology, petrology and geochemistry of igneous and 
metamorphic rocks. In addition to regular volumes, 
special thematic issues are also published. The Journal 
of Geosciences maintains a high scientifi c standard and 
is indexed in a number of database services, including the 
prestigious Web of Science, Scopus and GeoRef. In 2011, 
thanks to this fact, the Thomson Reuters society awarded 
the journal an impact factor, whose present-day value 
is 1.326, it means almost twice as big as in previous year.

P E R I O D I C A L S
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In the period 1–12/2015, the Czech Geological Survey reached a positive financial balance 
of 18,003,267 CZK.  

48

Total income of the organization

Total income (CZK) 514,707,522

Revenues and other 
own income

40,183,536

Allocation for activities 
of the organization

54,748,698

Institutional funding for 
research organization 
development 

75,191,000

Grants for projects 344,584,288

Total expenditure of the organization

Total expenditure (CZK) 496,704,256    

Material and power consumption            33,432,603    

Services          250,402,417    

Total costs of personnel          185,088,163    

Depreciation of tangible and intangible assets            14,202,564    

Other expenses            13,578,509    

3 %
3 %

Revenues and other own income

Allocation for activities of the 
organization

Institutional funding for research 
organization development 

Grants for projects

Material and power consumption

Services

Total costs of personnel

Depreciation of tangible and intangible assets 

Other expenses
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Z d e n ě k  C i l c

H e a d  o f  t h e  E c o n o m i c  D i v i s i o n 
a n d  D e p u t y  D i r e c t o r 
f o r  E c o n o m i c s

Expenditure according to the object of fi nancing

Total expenditure (CZK)          496,704,256    

Divisions          140,194,456    

Units            21,932,385    

Projects and contracts          113,464,156    

Review of Groundwater Resources project          221,113,259    

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Investments amount to 29,684,432 CZK in 2015.
Construction works amount to 13,407,317 CZK. Tangible and intangible assets amount to 13,587,064 and 2,690,051 CZK, respectively.
Investment expenditures were fi nanced from programme and project funding 16,238,014 CZK, and from own resources 13,446,417 CZK.

AIMS AND PRIORITIES OF THE ORGANIZATION
In 2015, the management and staff  have been successful in fulfi lling the main aims and priorities of the CGS:
1.  The projects implemented as a part of the CGS statutory duties according to the given aims and priorities were successfully completed, 

including the extraordinary tasks from national and local administration as well as citizens of the CR.
2.  The project Review of Groundwater Resources was successfully completed.
3.  Top ratings were maintained in the assessment of scientifi c and research activities carried out by the Survey and individual members 

of the scientifi c staff . Applications for research funds encountered a high level of success. The Czech Geological Survey has been 
continually successful in annual evaluations of research organizations. For many years, the CGS has been the most successful scientifi c 
body among the institutions of the Ministry of Environment and the best from all state-funded bodies in the CR.

4.  Outstanding revenues and income generated from the CGS activities, mainly in the second half of the year, were achieved. The total 
economic outcome achieved in 2015 forms a precondition for stable development of the organization and securing resources for 
further period.

5.  Dealings with the parent organization, the Ministry of the Environment, about defi cient funding for administration of the state 
geological survey and for science and research projects next years have continued. 

Divisions

Units

Projects and contracts

Review of Groundwater Resources project
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Human resources
In 2015, the Czech Geological Survey 
had a total of 368 employees, the 
equivalent of 323.48 persons working 
full-time.

H e l e n a  Ž e m l i č k o v á

H e a d  o f  t h e  H u m a n 
R e s o u r c e s  S e c t i o n

The CGS observes the principles of equal employment 
opportunity for all age groups, women and men alike 
and covers a wide range of labour relations. This is 
corroborated by the fact that employees returning 
from the maternity or parental leaves are off ered the 

Graph showing the age structure 

of the CGS staff 

Graph showing the gender ratio 

of the CGS staff 

Graph showing the educational 

qualifi cation of the CGS staff 

opportunity of working part time and the same applies 
to the senior-staff  people who wish to continue their 
employment after reaching the retirement age. 
Part-time status may also be granted to staff  members 
taking university studies or Ph.D. studies.

Total 
368 

employees
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86 203
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Website of the Czech Geological Survey
The Czech Geological Survey publicizes the results of 
its activity through dozens of its web presentations. 
Their content and their technical background are 
being constantly updated and upgraded.

R a d e k  S v í t i l

We b  a d m i n i s t r a t o r

on-line shop are in progress. Conversion to a new version is being 
planned for the fi rst half of 2016, provided that the web address of 
the e-shop (http://obchod.geology.cz) remains unchanged. 

English disambiguation page of on-line applications on the 
http://applications.geology.cz website address has been prepared 
and completed.             

The year 2015 saw several constrains on the part of Internet 
browsers related in particular to encoded communication 
between user and server. It resulted in several Internet browsers 
not being able to make use of the non-public content. 
As a consequence, an adaptation of the Apache confi guration was 
made, which turned out to be a partial solution of the existing 
situation. Another wave of constraints in encoded communication 
followed in autumn 2015. This was solved by fundamental 
upgrading of individual components of the Oracle portal. 
At present, encoded communication is supported by all 
the mainstream Internet browsers (IE, Mozilla, Chrome). 

A responsive map-related application entitled Geological sites 

of interest of the Czech Republic (https://mapy.geology.cz/geosites) 
was set up within the project Through science to education, 

through education to science. 

A new Intranet of the Czech Geological Survey was set up 
in the course of the year 2015. The aim was to create responsive 
pages with a more practical navigation and a modern graphic 
design. Contentwise, we have cleared the Internet of duplicit 
and irrelevant items and considerably improved the possibilities 
of reading up  CGS internal regulations. 

New browsing application and a new application for uploading 
and editing of the CGS Photo-archive were put in operation in 
the June 2015. In comparison with former application the new 
one is able to read up and process data from the EXIF (metadata 
of the picture), which means that digitally made photographs are 
automatically described with acquisition date and if supported 
by the camera itself, located by GPS coordinates as well. 

Three following websites of projects run by the CGS were 
created in 2015:

#  Preparation of a research pilot project on CO2 geological storage 

in the Czech Republic (http://www.geology.cz/repp-co2)

#  Landslide susceptibility assessment in rugged terrains 
of Georgia using examples of endangered settlements, 
international road and powerlines in the Dusheti municipality 

(http://www.geology.cz/gruzie-spoluprace)

#  Josef Sekyra (http://www.geology.cz/sekyra).
Since 2015, the project websites are created as responsive, 

meaning that they are adapted to the size of the display they are 
shown on, thus facilitating web utilization to mobile device users. 

Based on problems with the provider of the existing e-shop, 
the CGS decided to change over to another provider and choose 
a product off ering the customer user’s comfort complying 
with the current technological standards. The CGS has selected 
a product of the ADgency Co., which meets required parameters, 
off ers a user-friendly environment, modern design and is fully 
responsive. At present, adaptation of certain functional and graphic 
elements and analysis of data convertibility from the existing CGS 

# http://www.geology.cz/gruzie-spoluprace# http://www.geology.cz/repp-co2
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J a n u a r y
Geological maps of the southern Polabí (Elbe River Valley)
At the turn of 2014 and 2015 additional maps of the Geological base map of the Czech Republic at 
1: 25,000 scale were released. Map sheets 13-321 Svojšice (ed. O. Holásek and V. Štědrá), 12-143 Pečky 
and 13-134 Český Brod (ed. P. Zelenka) follow up on the previously published maps 13-322 Kolín and 
13-324 Kutná Hora. This map series provide an integral view of the Quaternary cover, the Bohemian 
Cretaceous Basin, northern part of the Permian Blanice Basin and the islets of the Kutná Hora crystalline 
basement in the southern Polabí.

9 t h  J a n u a r y

“A path to stone” cycle on the ČT2
“A path to stone” is the name of a documentary cycle dedicated to the beauty and diversity of the 
geosphere and the ways of its perception by man. Six out of the eight parts were broadcast by the 
Czech Television at year’s beginning. The documentary was sponsored by the National Fund for the 
Environment of the Czech Republic and was authored by a team of specialists headed by Dr. Veronika 
Štědrá. The individual parts were co-authored by Ivan Stříteský, Radek Mikuláš, Libor Ambrozek, Vojtěch 
Turek and Martin Slunečko.

15 t h  J a n u a r y

Two exhibitions in the CGS     
January saw the exhibition of photographs by Pavel Hanžl 
Mongolia seen by a geologist in the Geological Bookshop. 
In the CGS entrance hall at Klárov, visitors could also see an 
exhibition of stamps and postcards by Radoslav Kovář entitled 
History of mining in the philately.

2 n d  F e b r u a r y

The CGS informed about drafting a research pilot project of CO2 geological storage  
The Czech Geological Survey issued a press release announcing preparation of a research pilot project of geological CO2 storage in the 
Czech Republic. Project’s objective is an appraisal of the storage technology in a real geological environment on Czech Republic´s territory. 
At this stage, it is a preparatory phase that should assess the possibility of a practical use of CCS technology (CO2 Capture and Storage) 
in our country and raise awareness of the public and national administration offi  cials of this issue.

11 t h  F e b r u a r y
Launch of the publication Maps of gold occurrences in the Czech Republic
The Geological Bookshop hosted the launch of Petr Morávek’s publication Maps of gold 

occurrences in the Czech Republic, followed by an informal discussion with the author 
and a signing ceremony.

12 t h  F e b r u a r y
Geologically documented objects
New pages have been installed on the CGS portal enabling access 
to geological and hydrogeological data from the Geofond Division. 
The pages substitute the eEarth check-out system utilized by the 
geologic public until 2006.                                                 
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11 t h  M a r c h
Project Monitoring of small forest catchments GEOMON has been started
The project Monitoring of small forest catchments GEOMON – research tool for strategic policy decisions in the environment implemented by 
the Czech Geological Survey goes on in the long-term investigation of small forest catchments that started as early as in the 1980s. Part 
of the project are the chemical analyses of soils quantifying present-day acidifi cation caused by extreme eff ects of acid rains in the second 
half of the last century persisting and until now. The project is co-partnered with the Norwegian Institute for Water Research and it also 
involves assessment of the acidifi cation and eutrophication of the catchment based on the species composition of the algae living on 
the bottom and on the stones of the streams. It also analyzes the extent of the atmospheric deposition of ecologically signifi cant elements 
and compounds (particularly sulfur and nitrogen), acidity and quantity of nitrogen compounds in the surface waters and long-term 
control of the rates of fl ow and their trends.

9 t h  A p r i l 
Didactic centre of geology
In the grammar school on Masaryk Square at Říčany, a didactic 
centre has been established, aimed at interactive, hands-on 
experience education not only in geology but also in geology-
related subjects. The centre is in its size and complexity a unique 
institution off ering a wide variety of activities for children, teachers 
and general public visitors. Its outdoor exhibition shows samples 
of rocks typical for the territory of the Czech Republic, a model of 
a palaeontological fi nd-site and well-conceived complex of water 

elements that can simulate fl ash-fl oods or landslips. Panning of gold or semi-precious stones can be tested in a lake. Plant fans can also 
get their deal since adding typical vegetation to rocks may change the centre into a botanic garden. One can cut and polish stones in 
a geological laboratory and then examine them under the microscope. The Didactic centre of geology has been built within the project 
Through science to education, through education to science co-fi nanced from the European Social Fund and from the national budget of 
the Czech Republic and run by the Czech Geological Survey. The centre premises were provided by the project partner Museum Říčany, 
construction of the geological laboratory was fi nanced by the town of Říčany.   

2 7 t h  A p r i l
New map applications
New map applications focusing on surface water chemistry and 
seismic profi les have been launched. The Surface water chemistry 
application gives an overview of the overall chemistry of surface 
waters in the years 2007–2010, when there was a dramatic decrease 
in acid deposition coupled with a marked improvement of waste-
water cleaning, being the prime factors infl uencing chemistry of 
the surface streams. Selected items have been chosen in order to 
highlight the situation in the years 1984–1996, when the surface-
water pollution and the acid-rain infl uence probably peaked.
The Seismic refl ection profi les application brings basic information 
about measured seismic refl ection profi les in the years 1970–1983 
on the territory of the Czech Republic and is fi nanced from the 
national budget. 

3 0 t h  A p r i l
The information about the book Men and Water 
broadcast by Czech Radio
The book Men and Water by the hydrogeologist Zbyněk Hrkal, 
released by the Czech Geological Survey, was read by the actor 
Jiří Schwarz in a series broadcast in the Meteor Magazine of Czech 
Radio 2.     
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4 t h  M a y
Shadows of the Rocky Mountains
The Geological Bookshop at Klárov hosted a preview 
of the exhibition by Ivana Frolíková Shadows of the Rocky 

Mountains.

11 t h  M a y
The “Cornerstone of our future” in Venice
Specialists from all over the world met at a congress in Venice between 11th and 13th May, in order 
to discuss issues concerning the CO2 capture and storage. The issue No. 10 of the CO2 GeoNet Open 
Forum organized by the European Network of Excellence on the geological CO2 storage in cooperation 
with the European Commission, and other partners, was “CO2 storage – the cornerstone of our 
low-carbon future”. The Czech Geological Survey has been member of the CO2GeoNet since 2013.    

16 t h  J u n e
Results of REPP-CO2 were presented at a conference in Trondheim
Vít Hladík (CGS) and Roman Berenblyum (IRIS) presented the latest results of the REPP-CO2 project 
(Preparation of a research pilot project on CO2 geological storage in the Czech Republic) at 8th Trondheim 
conference about CCS (TCCSC8) held in Trondheim, Norway between 16th and 18th June 2015. 
The TCCSC conference numbers among the primordial European events in the fi eld of capture 
and storage of CO2. Thanks to the CZ08 programme of the Norwegian funds, the Czech Republic was 
massively involved, being represented by some 20 delegates that fi gure in all four running projects.

7 t h  J u l y
In Paris, scientists presented CCS as a perspective method of mitigating climate changes
From 7th to 10th of July 2015, Paris hosted a conference titled “Our common future in the climate 
changes”. There, prominent specialists presented the CCS technology, based on the capture and 
storage of CO2 in underground repositories, as a promising method of green-house gas emission 
abatement. A press release from the conference was issued by the European network of excellence 
for geological CO2 storage – CO2GeoNet – an independent association of 24 research institutions from 
16 European countries. The Czech Geological Survey has been the CO2GeoNet member since 2013.

3 r d  A u g u s t
A new version of the application for the CGS Photo Archive
A new application has been launched for presenting and 
management of photographs in the CGS Photo Archive and can 
be accessed on http://fotoarchiv.geology.cz. Besides having a more 
modern look of the browsing part, the fi ling and processing parts 
of the application have been thoroughly refurbished. Recently, 
it is possible to record up to 12 MB size photographs and the 
application can fi le and process information about the acquisition 
time and position of the photograph in the EXIF – an exchangeable 
image fi le format with meta-information tagged to the digital image.       
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2 n d  S e p t e m b e r
New application Geological sites of interest in the Czech 
Republic for computer, tablet and mobile phone
Within the project Through science to education, through education 

to science a new web application has been launched: Geological sites 

of interest in the Czech Republic designed by the Czech Geological 
Survey. The base map by the Czech Offi  ce for Surveying, Mapping 
and Cadastre shows the position of more than 1,300 interesting 
geological objects – natural and man-made sites, geological 
exhibitions, etc. Every object is accompanied by a short description 
and a number of the sites, and coupled with photographs and 

references to related web sites. The application can be run in all modern web browsers traversing equipment and operation systems. It 
supports geo-positioning via GPS and enables saving-up favorite sites measuring distances and areas in the map.

2 n d  S e p t e m b e r
The CGS belongs to the ten best contract awarding institutions
Good contract awarder – that is how the Czech Geological Survey has been ranked by the “zIndex”, a system of evaluation of tender off ers 
developed by the experts from Charles University. With this index, it is possible to evaluate the methods of tendering in the public service. 
Within the period between 2012 and 2014 the CGS ranked 10th with the “zIndex” 73 (it outdid the Ministry of the Environment – ranked 69, 
the State Environmental Fund of the CR – ranked 64 or the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute – ranked 63). The positive ranking of the CGS 
is due in particular to Mgr. Alena Bartůňková, who signifi cantly participated in the public tendering, above all in our mainstay project Review 

of Groundwater Resources. Basing on the “zIndex”, the CGS publishes information in the Bulletin of Public Tender Off ers which is thus open to 
competition of a number of fi rms and was successful in most legal procedures run by the Offi  ce for the Protection of Competition. 

10 t h  S e p t e m b e r
The Workshop MIKRO rides again in the Czech Republic
The premises of Faculty of Science of the Palacký University in Olomouc hosted the 10th workshop 
MIKRO-2015, followed up by the 16th Czech-Slovak-Polish palaeontological conference. The MIKRO-2015 
workshop was held under the auspices of the Grzybowski Foundation London and was dedicated 
this time to the memory of well-known micro-paleontologist Richard Johann Schubert (1876–1915), 
a native from Mohelnice. Miroslav Bubík and Pavla Tomanová Petrová, our colleagues from the CGS 
Brno workplace, signifi cantly participated in the preparation of both conferences.

2 4 t h  S e p t e m b e r
Being a geologist with(out) learning
A conference called “Being a geologist with(out) learning” dedicated 
to closure of the project Through science to education, through 

education to science was held in the Didactic centre of geology 
at Říčany. The main subject of the conference was presentation 
of materials generated during the project either in printed or 
electronic forms. Director of the Říčany Museum, Mr. J. Halaš, 
the Deputy Director of the Czech Geological Survey D. Čápová, 
the M.P. V. Kovářová, the geologist Z. Kukal from the CGS and 
the Chief Manager of the project P. Fiferna from the CGS delivered 
the opening speeches. Winners from the natural history clubs 
established within the project that competed in the fi eld tasks were 
declared at the same time. The prizes were handed over by the 
mayor of Říčany Vladimír Kořen. The project titled Through science 

to education, through education to science was co-fi nanced by the 
European Social Fund and by the Czech Republic’s national budget, 
and the Czech Geological Survey was its main coordinator. 
It followed up on the previous project of the CGS titled Discoveries 

are waiting for you. Results of the two projects were summarized in 
an exhibition housed in the CGS entrance hall and in the Geological 
Bookshop at Klárov.
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15 t h  O c t o b e r
Sixty years of the Bohemian Paradise Protected 
Landscape Area
A conference was held at Semín near Troskovice between the 
15th and 16th October under the auspices of the Governor of Liberec 
Region, on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of establishment 
of the protected area. The director of the Nature and Landscape 
Protection Agency Mr. František Pelc inaugurated the conference. 
He mentioned Dr. Jiří Šolc, a physician from Turnov, who is largely 
credited for the establishment of this protected area in the then 

Czechoslovakia in 1955. The results of geological investigations in the last years were presented in the thematic blocks “Forest – Water – Geo”. 
Not only new geological maps that display sandstone bodies in the Bohemian Paradise, but also lectures were delivered on important geo-
topes (Prof. Ziegler), on the Lusatia Fault and sandstones of Suché skály area (Dr. Adamovič), on volcanoes with the Trosky genesis animation 
(Dr. Rapprich) and on geohazards in the rock cities, as exemplifi ed by the Drábské světničky hollows in Příhrazské skály Rocks (Dr. O. Krejčí).

2 0 t h  O c t o b e r 
Workshop on 3D modelling of cities sub-surface
Between 20th and 22nd October, the CGS hosted one of the 
workshops of the European event COST Sub-Urban which is 
thematically focused on creating geological 3D models of European 
cities’ sub-surface areas. These models will be included into the 
land use planning procedures in European cities. Thirty-fi ve 
representatives of geological surveys, municipal authorities or 
universities from 19 European countries participated in a workshop 
titled “Good practice workfl ows and tools for integrated urban sub-
surface modelling”. The project will continue until April 2017 and 
one of its main outputs will be the examples of the best practice 
from several European cities and instructions highlighting the 
creation and possible use of 3D models.

2 3 r d  O c t o b e r
Geochemical workshops of the Czech Geological Survey
The autumn cycle of geochemical workshops/seminars of the Czech Geological Survey was started at the Barrandov workplace and it will 
continue until the year’s end.

11 t h  N o v e m b e r
Remote Sensing Centre’s appreciation
More than 850 geoinformation technology specialists 
participated in the 24th national GIS Esri conference held 
between 4th and 5th November. The Remote Sensing Centre 
of the Department of Regional Geology of Crystalline Complexes 
became prize-winner for the third time in a row in a poster contest 
with its contribution “Pansharpening of ASTER satellite data using 
the modifi ed method of Principal Component Analysis (PCA)”. 
The authors’ team J. Jelének, V. Kopačková, J. Mišurec and L. Koucká 
won the 3rd place.
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9 t h  N o v e m b e r
New web sites of the periodical Geoscience Research 
Reports
 New websites of the Geoscience Research Reports have brought 
user-friendly innovations for an easier article handling and search. 
Readers will be particularly happy with presentation of archived 
articles – all volumes of the Geoscience Research Reports since 1991 
are available, older ones will follow soon. Interactive linking of single 
articles with the corresponding map sheet is in preparation. 
This will enable the user to picture all articles associated with the 
required area.

11 t h  N o v e m b e r
The Czech Geological Survey co-partnering 
the Science and Technology Week in 2015
The Czech Geological Survey jo ined traditionally the Science and 
Technology Week held by the Czech Academy of Sciences. On this 
occasion, open days were held at two CGS workplaces, a photo 
exhibition of Pavel Čáp Colours of Central America and 4th year 
of a selling exhibition of interesting minerals and fossils.

12 t h  N o v e m b e r
Websites of the “Georgia” project
New websites have been made available for those interested 
in the project Landslide susceptibility assessment in rugged 

terrains of Georgia using examples of endangered settlements, 

international road and powerlines in the Dusheti municipality.

18 t h  N o v e m b e r
Map application Geological sites of interest 
in the Czech Republic was presented with success 
on GIS Days 2015 exhibition in Liberec
The Czech Geological Survey co-organized the GIS Days 2015 held 
in the Technical University Liberec premises between 18th and 
20th November 2015. This activity belongs to the global educational 
event GIS Day, where GIS specialists inform the public about the 
geographical information system and how it infl uences our every-
day life. In Liberec, the Czech Geological Survey presented its new 
map application Geological sites of interest in the Czech Republic. 
Students, school children, teachers, general public and professionals 
from other disciplines rubbed shoulders around the CGS display 

stand. In solving on-site map-use problems, people were able to get inside knowledge of the application on the interactive board and 
fi nd interesting sites around the area by themselves. The Liberec university students were also presented with the application and the GIS 
technology stood up to competition of other exhibited products with credit.         

     

2 n d  D e c e m b e r
The geologist Jan Petránek has died
Professor Jan Petránek died at the age of 93 on Wednesday, December 2. Until the last moment, he was 
working on his latest book – Encyclopaedia of Geology. He was able to prepare it for printing, yet alas, 
did not live to see its publication.  
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Comprehensive regional and deep investigation of the lithosphere
 

#  Special studies, methods of research, Ph.D. theses and dissertations, CGS, 2007, continuing investigation RNDr. Eva Břízová, CSc. 

#  Print of geological and applied maps, CGS, continuing investigation RNDr. Pavel Hanžl, Dr. 

#  Preparation of methods for the Mapping Directive ZGM 25, CGS, 2009–2015 RNDr. Zuzana Krejčí, CSc.

#  The database of decorative stones, CGS, continuing investigation RNDr. Barbora Dudíková Schulmannová

#  Preparation of the journal Geological Research in Moravia and Silesia, CGS, continuing investigation Mgr. David Buriánek, Ph.D. 

#  Editing of scientifi c publications, CGS, continuing investigation doc. Mgr. Vojtěch Janoušek, Ph.D. 

#  Editing and preparation of the printed and electronic versions of the Bulletin of Geosciences, CGS, 
continuing investigation

prof. RNDr. Jiří Frýda, Dr. 

#  Geological research of confl uence area of the Dyje, Kyjovka (Stupava) and Morava rivers, CGS, 
2014–2015

RNDr. Pavel Havlíček, CSc.

#  Extreme geochemical heterogeneity of leucogranites at southern margin of the South Bohemian 
Granulite Complex, CGS, 2014–2015

RNDr. Radmila Nahodilová, Ph.D., 
RNDr. Stanislav Vrána, CSc.

#  Geological map of northern part of the James Ross Island at 1:25,000 scale, CGS, 2015 RNDr. Bedřich Mlčoch

#  Geological base mapping of CR at a scale of 1:25,000 for 2014–2018, CGS, 2008–2014 Mgr. David Buriánek, Ph.D.

      Železné hory Mts Mgr. Stanislav Čech

     Novohradské hory Mts RNDr. Barbora Dudíková Schulmannová

     Šumava piedmont area RNDr. Vladimír Žáček

     Bohemian Paradise II RNDr. Lilian Švábenická, CSc.

     Brdy Mts RNDr. Tomáš Vorel

     Central Moravia Mgr. Pavla Tomanová Petrová, Ph.D.

#  Drafting of the chapter on geology for the publication (in preparation) about Doupovské hory Mts, 
CGS, 2013–2015

RNDr. Petr Hradecký

#  Biostratigraphical and palaeoecological evaluation of boreholes in the middle part of the 
Carpathian Foredeep, CGS, 2014–2015

Mgr. Pavla Tomanová Petrová, Ph.D.

#  Czech tectonic conference, CGS, 2014–2015 RNDr. Petr Mixa

#  Preparation of the international conference MIKRO 2015, CGS, 2015 RNDr. Miroslav Bubík, CSc.

#  Variscan development of the Bohemian Massif’s core – preparation of the excursion Eurogranites, 
CGS, 2015

doc. Mgr. Vojtěch Janoušek, Ph.D.

#  Dating molybdenite from Trhové Sviny using Re-Os method with the aim of determining 
younger-age boundary of the Freistadt-type granodiorite, CGS, 2015–2016

RNDr. Stanislav Vrána, CSc.
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#  Moho depth model and lithospheric structures from GOCE gravity gradient data for the Central 
Asian Orogenic Belt, CGS, 2015–2016

Alexandra Guy, Ph.D.

#  High-pressure partial melting of lower-crust felsic rocks under the continental-subduction regime, 
CGS, 2015–2017

Mgr. Pavlína Hasalová, Ph.D., 
RNDr. Radmila Nahodilová, Ph.D. 

#  Analog modeling of high-temperature orogens and of internal-structure development of folded 
sills in the collisional systems, CGS, 2015–2016

Mgr. Prokop Závada, Ph.D.

#  Volcanic systems III: origin, evolution and rise of magma, fragmentation and sedimentation of 
volcanoclastic material, rift tectonics, CGS, 2015–2016

Mgr. Vladislav Rapprich, Ph.D.

#  Geology of the Křivoklátsko Protected Landscape Area – a monographic description based on 
investigations conducted between 2002 and 2014, CGS, 2015–2016

RNDr. Tomáš Vorel

#  Complex evaluation of geologic setting in the Diamo Mines National Enterprise, Dolní Rožínka, 
CGS, 2015–2016

Mgr. Jan Franěk, Ph.D., 
RNDr. Kryštof Verner, Ph.D.

#  Formation of corona-like and symplectic structures during eclogite metamorphism, CGS, 2015–2016 Tatiana Larikova, Ph.D.

#  Biostratigraphy of the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary in the Magura Unit in Moravia, 2015–2016 RNDr. Miroslav Bubík, CSc.

#  Introduction of the isotopic dilution method of Sm and Nd for isotopic geochemistry purposes, 
CGS, 2015–2016

Mgr. Julia Kočergina

#  In-situ measurement of trace element concentrations and isotopic ratios of Sr and Nd by means 
of the (MC) ICP-MS laser ablation in apatite, CGS, 2015–2016

Mgr. Jitka Míková, Ph.D.

#  Preparation of thematic maps for the Bohemian Paradise Geopark and upgrading inside knowledge 
of geologic setting in its southern and south-western parts in the area of Příšovice, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Lilian Švábenická, CSc.

#  Crustal growth and construction of continental crust: the example of the Central Asian Orogenic 
Belt, Czech Science Foundation P210/12/2205, 2012–2015

prof. RNDr. Karel Schulmann, CSc.

#  Continental lithosphere as a source of diff erentiated alkaline lavas and the genetic role of basic 
magma determined through volcanism of the Ohře Graben, Czech Science Foundation 
P210/12/1990, 2012–2015 

Dr. sc. nat. Tomáš Magna

#  North-Bohemian diamond- and coesite-bearing granulites: studying diamond genesis media in 
a deep subduction zone and consequences of geodynamic models, Czech Science Foundation 
13-21450S (Panel 210), 2013–2015 

doc. RNDr. Jana Kotková, CSc.

#  A new aspect of granite diversity with respect to the processess of the melt migration between 
the source and the pluton, Czech Science Foundation 14-25995S (Panel P210), 2014–2016

Mgr. Pavlína Hasalová, Ph.D.

#  Prograde metamorphism, crustal thickening and low-crust fl ow: a new concept of building 
a Variscan orogen root, Czech Science Foundation 13-16315S (Panel 210), 2013–2016

Mgr. Pavla Štípská, Ph.D.

#  Use of non-traditional and traditional isotope systems in identifying source materials and the 
moldavite genesis process, Czech Science Foundation 13-22351S (Panel 210), 2013–2016

Dr. sc. nat. Tomáš Magna

#  The Rodinia break-up record (~ 800–750 Ma) in orogenic belts of southwestern Africa and 
southeastern South America, Czech Science Foundation 15-05988S (Panel P210), 2015–2017

Mgr. Jiří Konopásek, Ph.D.

#  The role of carbonatites for the budget of HFSE and HSE elements in the Earth’ s mantle – 
a combined approach using stable and radiogenic isotopes, Czech Science Foundation 
15-08583S (Panel P210), 2015–2017

Dr. sc. nat. Tomáš Magna

#  Cr-isotope aided tracing of continental weathering in the Middle Paleozoic, cooperation with the 
Czech University of Life Sciences in Prague, Czech Science Foundation 15-13310S, 2015–2017

doc. Mgr. Juraj Farkaš, Ph.D.

#  The role of Palaeozoic accretion and collisional orogens in the formation and growth of 
continental crust (ROPAKO), LK11202, MEYS – Programme NÁVRAT, 2012–2016

prof. RNDr. Karel Schulmann, CSc.
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#  Membership in the Scientifi c Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) and in the Council of Managers 
of National Antarctic Programs (COMNAP), LG13013, MEYS, cooperation for MU Brno, 2013–2015

Mgr. Zdeněk Venera, Ph.D.

#  Intra-Sudetic Basin Geopark – a cross-border Czech-Polish cooperation, 7AMB14PL037, MEYS, 
2014–2015

Mgr. Stanislav Čech

#  Reconstruction of uplifting history in the Fuegian Andes central belt (southern Tierra del Fuego, 
Argentina), 7AMB14AR026, MEYS, 2014–2015

Mgr. Daniel Nývlt, Ph.D.

#  Geological mapping at 1:50,000 scale and evaluating the economic potential of a selected area in 
Western Mongolia, MFA, 2013–2015

RNDr. Vladimír Žáček

  

Research into global changes in the geological past and the development of life  

#  Climate changes in the Miocene of the Sokolov Basin: lacustrine sediments of the Cypress Formation 
as a palaeoclimate archive analysed by the optical spectroscopy methods, CGS, 2014–2015

Mgr. Karel Martínek, Ph.D.

#  Study of marine biota and palaeoenvironment development in the Oligocene based on 
biomarkers and fossil record in a section through the Menilite Formation in Křepice 5 borehole, 
CGS, 2014–2015

RNDr. Juraj Franců, CSc., 
RNDr. Miroslav Bubík, CSc.

#  Study of mechanisms of global crises in the geological past, CGS, 2015–2016 prof. RNDr. Jiří Frýda, Dr.

#  Palaeontology and sedimentology of the James Ross Basin, CGS, 2015–2016 Mgr. Radek Vodrážka, Ph.D.

#  Multidisciplinary approach to assessment of the biotic crises of the Middle Palaeozoic – 
Devonian Daleje and Kačák bioevents (Prague Basin, Czech Republic), Czech Science Foundation 
P210/12/2018, 2012–2016

Mgr. Stanislava Vodrážková, Ph.D.

#  Sponges in ancient marine ecosystems and their signifi cance in the environmental change 
assessment: examples from the Cretaceous in the Czech Republic and Antarctica, Czech Science 
Foundation 14-31662P (Panel P210), 2014–2016

Mgr. Radek Vodrážka, Ph.D.

#  Changes in the fl oristic record in the basins of the Bohemian Massif as a consequence of climate 
development during the Late Palaeozoic ice age, in cooperation with the Institute of Geology AS 
CR, Czech Science Foundation P210/12/2053, 2012–2015

RNDr. Zbyněk Šimůnek, CSc.

#  Updating the chronostratigraphy of the Lower Silurian: a proposal for new international 
stratotypes (GSSP) of the Aeronian and Homerian stages, cooperation with the Geological Institute 
of the AS CR, Czech Science Foundation 14-16124S, 2014–2016

RNDr. Štěpán Manda, Ph.D.

#  Study of Lower Paleozoic polychaetes and the impact of environment changes on marine benthic 
ecosystems, Czech Science Foundation 15-13525Y (Panel P210), 2015–2017

Mgr. Petra Tonarová, Ph.D.

  

Analysis of the vulnerability of the landscape by natural and anthropogenic processes  

#  Investigation and risk assessment of slope instabilities along the lines of the main planned 
thoroughfares, TACR, ALFA Programme, TA04030824, 2014–2017

Ing. Jan Šikula, Ph.D.

#  Register of Slope Failures, CGS, 2011, continuing investigation RNDr. Oldřich Krejčí, Ph.D.

#  Safety evaluation of exogenic processes in view of the long-term existence of a deep repository 
of spent radioactive fuel, CGS, 2015–2016

prof. Tomáš Pačes, Dr.Sc.
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#  International conference on organic geochemistry, Prague 2015 (IMOG), CGS, 2014–2015
RNDr. Juraj Franců, CSc., 
Ing. Daniela Ocásková, Ph.D.

#  Conference on Mapping and Assessment of Ecosystems and their Services, 
FM EHP, EHP-CZ02-BFB-1-083-01-2015, V/2015–VI/2015

Mgr. Filip Oulehle, Ph.D.

#  Drafting a study project for restoring rock outcrops in the National Natural Monument at Landek, 
CGS, 2014–2015

Ing. Jan Malík

#  Determination of Zn isotope ratios in selected small catchments of the GEOMON network, CGS, 
2015–2016

Ing. Zuzana Górecká

#  Processing of data and fi nalizing of publications: (a) Highmoors-based study of historic mining 
and ore dressing in the Krušné hory Mts, (b) Atmospheric deposition of cadmium in the Czech 
Republic: comparison of soluble and insoluble fractions in icings and in snow at changing 
pollution levels, CGS, 2015–2016

Mgr. Leona Bohdálková, Ph.D.

#  Deleterious elements in soils of the Doupovské hory Mts, CGS, 2015–2016 RNDr. Tamara Sidorinová

#  Activities related to updating of geofactor knowledge in the databases and maps (phase 2015) 
from slope instability prone areas (Frýšták, Frýdek-Místek and Třinec areas – beginning of line 
construction) and from suff osion-struck areas, CGS, 2015

Mgr. Roman Novotný

#  Continuous geological documentation of important line constructions, CGS, 2015 Mgr. Vladislav Rapprich, Ph.D.

#  Geochemical mapping of large European cities – Prague – phase IV – conclusion (analyses, text), 
closing part, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Michal Poňavič

#  Geological supervision of the Dobkovičky landslide remedying (D8), CGS, continuing investigation Ing. Petr Kycl

#  Development and application of a shallow geophysical method (multicable) for documenting 
landslides, cavities, thicknesses of Quaternary units and hidden geologic bodies, CGS, 2015

Ing. Martin Dostalík

#  Spatial variations of radon and dosing input at tectonic structures, CGS, 2015 RNDr. Ivan Barnet, CSc.

#  Finalizing the outputs of the SoilTrEC project – isotopes, CGS, 2015–2016 RNDr. Martin Novák, CSc.

#  Finalizing the outputs of the SoilTrEC project – monitoring/modeling, CGS, 2015–2016 RNDr. Pavel Krám, Ph.D.

#  Compliance of the CR with the International Convention on Distant Transport of Pollutants –
The National Centre for Pollution Eff ects, OOO MoE, 2012, continuing investigation

RNDr. Irena Skořepová, CSc. 

#  The balance of organic matter in soil and the nitrogen saturation concept – combined infl uence 
of the acidity and nutrient level in forest soils, Czech Science Foundation 14-33311S (Panel P504), 
2014–2016

Mgr. Filip Oulehle, Ph.D.

#  Isotope-aided cadmium tracing in industry-polluted areas, Czech Science Foundation 14-21568P 
(Panel P210), 2014–2016

Ing. Eva Čadková, Ph.D.

#  Isotopic mass balance of chrome-contaminated localities according to the 53Cr/52Cr frequency 
ratio of solid and liquid samples, Czech Science Foundation 15-21373S (Panel P503), 2015–2017

RNDr. Martin Novák, CSc.

#  Mobilization model and geochemical cycles of potentially hazardous elements and organic 
materials in the burnt-up coal pit heaps, Czech Science Foundation 15-11674S (Panel P210), 
2015–2017

doc. RNDr. Bohdan Kříbek, Dr.Sc.

#   Innovation of methods for monitoring the health status of Norway spruce forest stands 
in the Krušné hory Mts using hyperspectral image data, cooperation for the Faculty of Sciences, 
Charles University Prague, LH12097, MEYS, 2012–2015

Mgr. Veronika Kopačková

#  SLAvONIC – Eff ects of soil alteration on nitrogen and carbon cycling, FP 7-PEOPLE- 2013-CIG, 
2013–2017

Mgr. Filip Oulehle, Ph.D.
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#  Landslide hazard prediction in the Carpathian Flysch Belt and setting-up a unifi ed methodology, 
7AMB14SK038, MEYS, 2014–2015

Mgr. Aleš Havlín, Ph.D.

#  Horizon 2020: BASE-LiNE Earth (Brachiopods As SEnsitive tracers of gLobal mariNe Environment: 
Insights from alkaline, alkaline Earth metal, and metalloid trace element ratios and isotope 
systems), EU, 2015–2018

Dr. sc. nat. Tomáš Magna

#  Monitoring of small forest catchments GEOMON – research tool for strategic policy decisions in 
the environment, EHP-CZ02-OV-1-048-2014, FM EHP, 2014–2016

RNDr. Jakub Hruška, CSc.

#  The present-day degree of damage to forest and water ecosystems on territory of EVL Krkonoše 
and harmonizing the basic monitoring network for investigation of their evolution as a necessary 
background for management measures to enhance their stability and biodiversity, cooperation 
with the KRNAP (Krkonoše National Park), EHP-CZ02-OV-1-038-01-2014, 2015–2016

RNDr. Jakub Hruška, CSc.

#  Improving the quality of university education in the applied Earth sciences focused mainly on 
geohazards and hydrogeology, MFA (CDA), 2013–2015

Mgr. Vladislav Rapprich

#  Landslide susceptibility assessment in rugged terrains of Georgia using examples of endangered 
settlements, international road and powerlines in the Dusheti municipality, MFA (CDA), 
2014–2016

Mgr. Aleš Havlín, Ph.D.

#  Study of natural phenomena deleterious to agricultural production in selected zones of the 
SNNPR, Ethiopia, CDA, 2015–2017

RNDr. Kryštof Verner, Ph.D.

 

Research and evaluation of groundwater resources (amounts, limits, quality)  

#  Innovation of farming systems in the Quaternary depositional setting, their control and application 
in the water resource management zones, QJ 1320213, cooperation for the Crop Research 
Institute, v.v.i. (provider MoA), 2013–2017

RNDr. Renáta Kadlecová

#  Research of intergranular permeability of granitic rocks of the Bohemian Massif – publication of 
results, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Pavla Holečková, Ph.D.

#  Documenting hydrogeological phenomena and major water-supply sites at Tušimice coal mine 
(Libouš II – north quarry) and vicinity, CGS, 2014–2015

Ing. Petr Hrazdíra

#  Review of Groundwater Resources in the Czech Republic (State Environmental Fund, under the 
terms of the Operational Programme the Environment, priority axis 6, fi nanced by EU and CR), 
2010–2015 

RNDr. Petr Mixa 

#  OG-Halenkovice – monitoring and analyses of waters and borehole tranfers to community, CGS, 2015 RNDr. František Konečný

  

Research on mineral resources and the influence of mining and processing on the environment  

#  Competence Centre for Eff ective and Ecological Mining of Mineral Resources, TACR, 2014–2019 RNDr. Michal Poňavič

#   Investigation of technological possibilities of rare element extraction in the Czech Republic with 
respect to minimizing environmental impacts and providing legislative background, TACR, Beta 
Programme, TB020CBU00, 2015–2016

RNDr. Petr Rambousek

#  Comparison criteria for the classifi cation of reserved deposits of the raw mineral material base in 
the Czech Republic to ensure its compatibility with the internationally recognised PERC and JORC 
standards, TB030MPO103, 2015–2016, a cooperation for GET, Co., provider TACR, Beta Programme

Ing. Josef Godány

Projects
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#  Methodology of isotopic composition measurement of light hydrocarbon inclusions in rocks, CGS, 
2015–2016

Ing. František Bůzek, CSc.

#  Geochemical development of Cypress Formation of the Sokolov Basin: History of a Miocene 
volcanic lake, CGS, 2015

doc. RNDr. Bohdan Kříbek, Dr.Sc.

#  Trace elements in quartz during the magmatic-hydrothermal development in the Krupka mining 
area in the Krušné hory Mts, CGS, 2015–2016

Mgr. Tereza Jandová

#  Characteristics of mineral paragenesis of the silver-bearing ore from Kongsberg deposit, Norway, 
and a comparison with the fi ve-element formation in the Krušné hory Mts, CGS, 2015–2016

doc. RNDr. Jana Kotková, CSc.

#  Experimental-mineralogical investigation of selected ternary tellurides of the PGM (publication 
project), CGS, 2015

Mgr. František Laufek, Ph.D.

#  Specifi cation of the registry and the state-of-the-art of usage of non-reserved minerals in the 
Czech Republic in relation to the statement on statistical mining, technical and operational 
information from the Hor (MIT) 1-01 in order to update the Mineral Information System (SurIS), 
CGS, 2015

Ing. Karel Rýda

#  Upgrading information of selected abandoned historical mining waste sites – phase III, CGS, 2015 RNDr. Vít Štrupl

#  On-site investigations of reported remnants of old mine workings, CGS, 2015 RNDr. Vít Štrupl

#  Re-Os geochronology of ore mineralizations in the Bohemian Massif and consequences for their 
metallogeny, Czech Science Foundation 13-15390S (Panel 210), cooperation for the Geological 
Institute of AS CR, v.v.i., 2013–2016

RNDr. Jan Pašava, CSc.

#  LG 13006: Representing Czech Republic in the steering bodies of SGA (Society for Geology Applied 
to Mineral Deposits), MEYS, 2013–2015

RNDr. Jan Pašava, CSc.

#  Minerals4EU – Minerals Intelligence Network for Europe, FP7-NMP-2013-CSA-7, 2013–2015 RNDr. Ivo Sitenský, CSc.

#  Horizon 2020: ProSUM (Prospecting Secondary raw materials in the Urban mine and Mining 
waste), EU, 2015–2017

RNDr. Dana Čápová

#  M4ShaleGas: Measuring, monitoring and assessment of the environmental impact of shale gas 
extraction (M4ShaleGas), H2020 EC, 2015–2017

RNDr. Juraj Franců, CSc.

#  ArchaeoMontan 2018, cooperation with the Free State of Saxony 2014–2020, funded by EU and 
CR, 2015–2018

Ing. Petr Bohdálek

  

Research on environmental and geo-energetic technologies  

#  In situ experimental investigation of bentonite stability during long-term heating up to 95 °C, 
in cooperation with WATRAD, s.r.o. (funded by the MIT, TIP Programme), FR-TI4/497, 2012–2015

Mgr. Jan Franěk, Ph.D.

#  Development and optimization of methodologies of research on safety barriers for CO2 storage as 
one of the key ways for decreasing the GHG content in the atmosphere, TA03020405, cooperation 
for the Nuclear Energy Research Institute Řež, a.s., provider TACR, 2013–2015

RNDr. Vladimír Kolejka

#  Methodology of setting safety conditions for utilizing the thermal energy of the Earth’s crust 
(GEOTERMAL), TB030MoE 024, TACR, Beta Programme, 2014–2015

RNDr. Jiří Burda

#  Investigation and risk assessment of slope instabilities along the lines of the main planned 
thoroughfares, TA04030824, TACR, Alfa Programme, 2014–2017

Ing. Jan Šikula, Ph.D.

#  R&Dialogue – Research and Civil Society Dialogue towards a low-carbon society, 7th Framework 
Programme of the EU, allowable expenses, 2012–2015

RNDr. Vít Hladík, MBA

#  Seasonal cavern related storage of solar excess heat in the border region between Austria and the 
Czech Republic, MOBILITY programme, cooperation with Austria, 7AMB14A TE 001, MEYS, 2014–2015

Mgr. Jan Franěk, Ph.D. 



#  
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#  Preparation of a research pilot project on CO2 geological storage in the Czech Republic 
(REPP-CO2), Norwegian Funds 2009–2014, 2015–2016

RNDr. Vít Hladík, MBA

#  Data support for the enhanced use of deep geothermal energy in the Danube Region, 
DanReGeotherm – DATA, START Danube Region Project Fund, 2015–2015

Mgr. Jan Holeček, Ph.D.

  

Building of an integrated geoscience information system  

#  Building up the seismic profi le database, primary and secondary data interconnection, CGS, 
2013–2014

RNDr. Eva Hudečková

#  Development of the www Information Portal of the CGS, CGS, continuing investigation Ing. Radek Svítil 

#  National Reference Center for Soil – cooperation with EEA (EIONET) (INGO II), CGS, 2015 RNDr. Igor Dvořák, Ph.D.

#  Release of 1:50,000 soil maps – lay-out of digital maps produced by NCA CR according to the 
requirements for CGS map outputs, complemented by explanatory texts to maps and priniting for 
the archive, CGS, 2015

Ing. Jana Janderková

#  Data sources and metainformation system of the CGS, CGS, continuing investigation Ing. Jan Sedláček

#  Maintenance and development of the digital archive of the CGS, CGS, 2010–2012 Ing. Jan Sedláček 

#  System for the inventory, protection and popularization of geological sites, CGS, continuing 
investigation

RNDr. Markéta Vajskebrová, Ph.D.

#  Development and maintenance of the National Geologic Map Database of the Czech Republic, 
CGS, continuing investigation

RNDr. Zuzana Krejčí, CSc. 

#  Implementation of the European INSPIRE Directive in CGS, 2012–2015 Ing. Lucie Kondrová

#  Enhancement of the ICT infrastructure of the CGS, CGS, continuing investigation Richard Binko

#  Facilitating access to collections and material documentation – phase II, CGS, 2013–2014
Mgr. Petr Čoupek, 
Ing. Helena Skarková

#  Upgrade of the CGS Map Server, CGS, continuing investigation
Ing. Martin Paleček, 
Mgr. Václav Pospíšil

#  Administration, maintenance and development of the PMČR50 geo-database in relation with the 
compilation of new soil maps and their safekeeping, printing and presentation, CGS, 2013

Ing. Jan Sedláček

#  Completion of sub-tasks of the “Draft-concept of further development of materials collections 
of the CGS”, re-discard and redepositing of fi ndsite palaeontological collections and remedying of 
J. Sekyra’s sample collections at Lužná u Rakovníka, CGS, 2014–2015

RNDr. Petr Budil, CSc.

#  Bilateral cooperation with the Geologische Bundesanstalt Wien (Geological Survey of Austria) – 
Collections, Archive and GIS, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Petr Budil, CSc., 
Ing. Lucie Kondrová, 
RNDr. Alena Čejchanová

#  Implementation of data from the vertical geo-electric sounding to CGS central databases, CGS, 
2014–2015

RNDr. Eva Hudečková

#  Launching the CGS ArcGisOnline portal, preferentially as a tool for an eff ective access to mobile 
map applications, CGS, 2014

RNDr. Roman Kujal, Ph.D.

Projects
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#  The consolitation concept of data sources and applications of the Geofond Division pending to be 
fi led in the GeoIS, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Roman Kujal, Ph.D.

#  Database of open-cast mining sites, CGS, 2015–2016 RNDr. Josef Večeřa

#  Complementing database of seismic profi les with data gathered in the years 1984–1994, 
inter-connection of primary and secondary data, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Eva Hudečková

#  Revision of the mining impacted area and old workings charts based on acquisitions of digital 
map documents serving as a background for the investigation of old mine workings, CGS, 2015 

Ing. Anna Horáková

#  Development of a technical, database-related and applicable infrastructure for an eff ective 
creation, easy access and safekeeping of information in the register of old mine workings and 
acquisition of data for old mine workings investigation, phase 2015, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Dana Čápová

#  Processing and evaluation of fi nal reports from the Mineral Deposit Fund (FZ) at Kutná Hora 
workplace as a tool for old mine workings investigation – phase 2015, CGS, 2015

Mgr. Jolana Šanderová

#  Evaluation and processing of map documents deposited in national archives of the Czech 
Republic as a background for old workings investigation, CGS, 2015

Mgr. Jolana Šanderová

#  Revision of safekeeping measures for old mine workings and abandoned exploratory mine 
workings in accordance with decree 52/1997 Coll. of the Czech Bureau of Mines stipulating 
requirements for health and safety at work and safety measures in carrying out abandonment 
operations of main mine workings (year 2014), CGS, 2014–2015

RNDr. Pavel Šír

#  Mineral Commodity Summaries of the Czech Republic 2014 + Changes in Reserves of Reserved 
Mineral Deposits 2004–2014, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Jaromír Starý

#  Updating the 1:50,000 soil map production, compilation of map sheets of cross-border areas of 
Krušné hory Mts, CGS, 2015

Ing. Jana Janderková

#  Processing and re-location of the materials collections acquired from the Regional museum at 
Teplice, phase II – permanent deposition of samples into the storage system of the CGS Geofond 
Division, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Alan Donát

#  Processing of auxiliary data for Mineral Deposit Information System (MDIS) – exploration areas 
and mineral deposit logs, ČGS, 2015

RNDr. Jaroslav Mojžíš

#  CGS documents depository in Stratov – revision and sorting out of the documentation and 
materials, CGS, 2015

Mgr. Milada Hrdlovicsová

#  Materials and documents depository – Jeseník, CGS, 2015–2016 RNDr. Josef Večeřa

#  (VISK) 3 – conversion of the CGS library catalogues, MC, 2015 RNDr. Hana Breiterová

#  Through science to education, through education to science, Operational Programme 
Competitiveness through education, MEYS, 2014–2015

Ing. Patrik Fiferna

 

Advisory and expert services 

#  Geological composition as a factor determining land-use and development of the territory of the 
CR, CGS, continuing investigation

RNDr. Jan Čurda 

#  Advisory and expert services of the CGS quick response teams providing for the needs of the 
Department of Geology of the MoE, CGS, 2015

RNDr. Jan Čurda

#  Interactive map of OG expert advice reports in the years 2004–2014, CGS, 2015 Ing. Helena Skarková
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We have to get on well with stones, otherwise they won’t budge 
(Peru, Nazca Lines, 1980).

Zdeněk, as a youngster you studied piano and had to decide 
between becoming a musician or geologist. What was the 
decisive factor why the piano echoed only occasionally from 
the director’s offi  ce of the Czech Geological Survey?
The decision was not very painful. I did like the piano, played 
often, and an excellent professor helped me reach 
somewhat of a decent level. I played a couple 
of school and extracurricular recitals. However, 
a virtuoso career was not in sight, and I knew that 
I could only be a repetiteur or train children in 
“liduška” (a music school).

Adventurous works and geography books and 
toughts of   traveling competed with music. I had 
already gotten a taste of geology and eventually 
everything sorted itself out. After two previous 
moves, I moved into a house whose thin panel 
walls and neighbours did not favour playing. I got 
rid of the piano, gave it to my son, and I only got 
to play a nice grand piano at the director’s offi  ce 

of the Geological Survey at Klárov. I was able to play there in the 
morning and evening, and I fondly remember playing national 
anthems with our foreign guests and arguing which one was 
nicer. And there were some excellent pianists who played my 
Petrof piano such as my predecessor as director, Vladimír Sattran, 

or the director of the French Geological Survey, 
Zdeněk Johan, and even the semiprofessional 
Fin Lappalainen. Despite shifting from the piano 
to natural science, I certainly did not turn away 
from music and I enjoy looking for compositions 
inspired by geological processes. There are many, 
one of which, for example, is the “Erosion of the 
Amazon River” by the Brazilian Hector Villa Lobos.

Your brother was sentenced to 25 years for 
escaping from the Jáchymov mines. What did 
that mean for your family? And how is it even 
possible that you were able to complete your 
studies?
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My older brother fi rst received a 7-year sentence in 1948 for 
distributing leafl ets and, later, a life sentence after escaping from 
the Jáchymov mines. It meant nothing but worries for our family. 
It happened as I was applying for admission to university to study 
geology. I passed the entrance exams and was then summoned 
to the national committee, where a committee member screened 
my documents. After the remark: “Yes, you’re the one with that 
brother,” I considered the situation hopeless. Surprisingly, however, 
he continued: “Hmm, lived elsewhere, so you actually were not in 
touch, so we won’t consider the matter any further...” And he fi led 
the memorandum away. Following this miracle I was accepted 
after an on-campus interview. What probably also helped was the 
(communist) party’s policy and the government’s focus on self-
suffi  ciency in mineral raw materials and on increasing the number 
of geologists.

As a geologist, you initially specialized in sediments. These 
were formed mainly in oceans. Was this one of the reasons 
why you eventually also became a respected oceanographer?
Sediments and the ocean are interconnected topics. Looking at 
a slice of marine limestone or sandstone, I may have imagined 
how and where such sediments were deposited, what that 
Palaeozoic sea looked like. Was it shallow, salty, calm or rough, 
with or without tides? What current ocean did it resemble? And 
this actually already brings us to oceanography, which connects 
all knowledge of the world ocean, ranging from the seabed to 
marine life and to the atmosphere above its surface. As you can 
see, geology and oceanography may be connected rather easily. 
After all, one of the disciplines of oceanography is called marine 
geology. Since then the seas have stayed with me, willingly, 
and my interests enabled me to write the textbook Základy 

oceánografi e (“The Fundamentals of Oceanography”), which has 
been used for teaching to this day. At lectures, on television or the 
radio, they introduce me as a “geologist and oceanographer”, but 
the past few years I would prefer to introduce myself as “the old 
man and the sea”.

Every boy dreams of sailing the seas on a research ship. 
You succeeded in doing that, what was that like?
Boys always liked sailors conquering the North Pole, even those 
under a pirate fl ag. For them, a research vessel was a more remote 
idea. Initially I had a similar desire, but I could not do without 
my glasses. A sailor with foggy glasses is like a blindworm. So 
I switched from the ship’s deck to its dry laboratory, which is 
the basis for marine research. But even there an oceanographer 
experiences adventure. During expeditions excitement alternates 
with routine, adventure with boredom, romance with discomfort, 
and euphoria with disappointment. On smaller vessels everyone 
becomes seasick. A picky eater goes hungry, a person bothered 
by small cabins and no privacy suff ers, and a person with health 
issues should not venture out to sea at all. I don’t think that I ever 
suff ered much at sea, as I could always look forward to new 
samples from the seabed and to the nearest interesting port. 
What was the worst experience? Probably the combination of 
a small ship – long regular waves – the tropical sun overhead – 
the smell of the engines. And what are my most pleasant 
memories? Probably the Persian Gulf and the German research 
vessel Meteor II.

# Feeling like a captain at the bow of a research vessel 
(Persian Gulf, 1970s).

# With younger brother Jiří (left) and sister Hana. Professional photo 
from 1955, mother’s birthday gift.
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Have you experienced any dangerous moments at sea?
Each voyage carries greater or lesser risk. When I get asked about 
when I experienced the greatest danger, I answer truthfully: 
In the 1970s, while working on project CMEA, we departed on 
a Bulgarian ship from Burgas Bay. After a few kilometres, the sonar 
indicated something that was not supposed to be on the seafl oor. 
The depth there was around 25 m, we started to drop anchor 
and sent down two divers. Within seconds one of them emerged 
screaming: “The anchor is descending into a pile of mines!” Raise 
the anchor quickly, leave the area and summon the coast guard! 
They really were mines, which were dropped there by a fl eeing 
German ship at the end of the war. And as we learned, the mines 
were still active.

You even founded the Geotour travel agency that specializes 
in cruises on the Adriatic, or was that your son?
That wasn’t me, that was the work of my son. When he founded 
the Geotour travel agency, also called kololoď (“bike and boat”), he 
benefi ted from experience from abroad and from entrepreneurial 
courage. It was a good move to combine boating and cycling. 
First you cruise the Adriatic on a classic motor yacht from island to 
island, and then you bike the islands. I helped my son a little bit, 
with some advice and other things, but the ideas and initiative 
were his. With a fellow cartographer, he even managed to publish 
a map of the Croatian islands with bike paths, without a doubt 
the best map. But there’s a catch, the maps are in demand among 
Czech tourists, but the locals do not buy very many, apparently 
out of spite. To a certain extent we understand because who in 
our country would want a map of the Krkonoše (Giant) Mountains 
put out by a Croatian publisher?

What do you consider the most important moment of your 
scientifi c career? Is there any work that you are particularly 
proud of?
It’s defi nitely not a single moment but rather several years of 
development spanning my university studies to my permanent 
employment at the Geological Survey. I joined the Barrandian 
group, where Ivo Chlupáč and Radvan Horný taught me very 
much. I was drawn to literature, the landscape, to the microscope 
and laboratory, the Kettner library in school was decent, and 
the Geological Survey (despite being renamed several times, 
it was still the state geological survey) had the best collection 
of geological publications in the country. During my last years 
of study, I was involved in studying Palaeozoic iron ores, which 
means the entire Ordovician of the Barrandian. I became 
a petrographer and sedimentologist, which is an interesting and 
promising specialization, in essence something for inquisitive 
geologists. I listened to Faraday, who allegedly said: “Work, fi nish, 
publish, work hard, don’t fuss around, write about it!”, and so 
I wrote. A lot. And not only about the Barrandian, because the 
path diverged. The Lower Palaeozoic, the sea and popular works 
were considerably diff erent. The fi rst book dealt with the sea 
and deep marine sediments, the next book with the geology 
of recent sediments. These were followed by Vznik pevnin a oceánů 

(“The Origin of Continents and Oceans”).  I therefore consider this 
period as the most important moment of my scientifi c career, 
if only because “Geology of Recent Sediments” was published 
in English by the London publisher Academic Press, and because 
I was the very fi rst in our country to pioneer plate tectonics and, 
with it, the existence and importance of hydrothermal vents 
on the seabed. Despite being a non-smoker, I enjoyed writing 
about the “black smokers”. Then there were other books and other 
translations, four into English and four into Russian. 
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# Testing diver propulsion vehicles (Mediterranean Sea, 1980).

# With divers at the Cuban shelf in the Florida Straits (1966).
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You taught for more than ten years at universities in Arab 
countries in the Middle East. What was life like there at that 
time? Did you keep in close touch with the people of those 
countries? And how did it aff ect your view of future military 
confl icts and their consequences? 
Five years in Iraq, fi ve years in Kuwait and here and there in 
neighbouring countries are impossible to forget. Impressions 
persist to this day, and I‘m really fl attered that I left a mark in 
those countries. Iraq with its wonderful and varied geology 
and archeology, super-rich Kuwait with unlimited possibilities 
of supporting geology and travel. My students were very much 
like those in our country, and I got on well with the geological 
community. In Iraq, in addition to geology, I also began teaching 
Czech at our cultural centre. There was a lot of interest because 
Iraqis liked to look for brides in our country. I had mixed success as 
a Czech teacher, and I wrote down some of the funnier moments. 
As Comenius, I preferred teaching through play. Pretending to be 
a headwaiter during a restaurant role-play I asked: “Would you like 
an appetizer?” The answer was yes. I continued: “What would you 
like?” The unexpected answer was: “Potatoes!” For years my former 
colleagues and students acknowledged me enthusiastically at 
conferences, and I occasionally received requests for a review, 
intercession or evaluation. Today the offi  ce of Dr. Khaldoun, who is 
not just the former director of the Iraq Geological Survey but also 
grateful student of mine, sits across from mine at the institute.

I think that I left these countries just in time. I experienced the 
Six-Day War in 1967, and everything went downhill from there. 
The Iran-Iraq War followed, then the Gulf War and there’s no need 
to continue further.

What is your view of migrants from these areas?
It would take up quite a few lines and pages to write what 
I know, what I think, what I feel. There were, are and will always 
be migrants, but rarely so many and especially so organized! 

Who‘s behind it? Who persuaded and set the vast masses in 
motion? We cannot compare this migration with our wave of 
immigrants under the old regime! At that time, it was a fusion of 
similar cultures, which is something entirely diff erent than the 
mass penetration by quite diff erent cultures. This can also lead to 
disastrous consequences. But I will be slightly more critical: Just 
one imam preaching “Allah wishes it” is enough to brainwash 
hundreds of wavering people.

You are known as a kind of antipode of naturalist Jacques 
Bergier, particularly in confronting “paranormal investigators” 
and their theories, which sprang up like mushrooms in our 
country after 1989. Yet, have you ever in your life experienced 
something so extraordinary, that made you think that there 
are some things between heaven and earth...?
A paranormal investigator is a person who makes a mystery out 
of explainable things. If I were a paranormal investigator, I might 
consider anything in my life to be unexplainable. Because I’m not, 
I don’t remember.

It won’t hurt to name a couple of our charlatans, who were 
untouchable before the revolution: colonel Ludvík Souček, who 
deftly wrote nonsense, minister Kahuda with his “de-mentions”, 
and the esoteric Rejdák.

Their common slogans are, for example, “rigid, infl exible 
science, with little spirituality, scientifi c celebrities fearing new 
knowledge”. It‘s been quite a few years since Däniken appeared 
with his “Memories of the Future”, the alleged aliens have faded 
away, and others have not fi lled the void.

If we realize how many billions are spent on education, from 
schools to universities of the third age, on all those noble eff orts 
to improve the knowledge of the population! Then comes the 
television series Detektor (“Detector”), Za zrcadlem (“Behind the 
Mirror”) or the unbelievable drivel of the alleged Professor Carmen 
Boulter about 40,000-year-old and, by all means, extraterrestrial 
civilizations of Egypt, and all education goes out the window. 

I saw a documentary on rogue waves, on which you worked 
as a consultant. Was this not an exemplary case, when 
scientists for more than a hundred years underestimated 
eyewitness accounts of sailors and argued that these were 
mere legends and folklore that contradict the laws of physics 
and especially their calculations? It was fi nally proven that 
rogue waves occur very frequently and in large numbers, 
and they subsequently had to be calculated according to 
the Schrödinger equation...
I would not consider this an exemplary case! The fact that 
exceptionally high waves can occur was known long ago, but 
these were tsunamis, tidal waves in the shallows and interference 
of waves on the open sea. I wish to point out that the record height 
for a wave is still the one that was measured optically from a tanker 
in the Pacifi c in 1952, specifi cally 37 m from crest to trough. The 
truth is that experts were confused by the waves on the open sea. 
It was not until statistics, satellite observations and experiments in 
the 1990s that rogue waves were defi ned and their origin explained. 
It is also interesting how such waves were and are called – for 
example freak waves, rogue waves, ghost waves, giant waves, in 

# My student examines the orientation of pebbles on the desert 
pavement in Kuwait (around 1979). 
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Czech we get by with “giant waves“. They became popular in 1972 
with the release of the Poseidon Adventure, the steam ship that was 
supposedly capsized by a tsunami, which was nonsense because 
a tsunami may not even be noticeable on the open sea. Rogue 
waves typically occur at the boundary of two current systems, 
where a wave can rise even higher than twenty metres also because 
of wave interference. The dangerous areas are the boundaries of 
the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic and intersecting currents along the 
boundary of the Indian and Pacifi c oceans south of Africa.

“Kukal, Hrabal and Páral are sold out” was reportedly 
posted once on a sign in a Prague bookstore. To this day you 
continue to write interesting books, their readers and costs, 
however, have changed, or am I wrong?
You’re not wrong. That did happen. It was in the 1980s when 
90,000 copies of the Bermudský trojúhelník (“Bermuda Triangle”) 
were released. Such an amount is hard to top in the case of 
a popular science publication.

But many books that become popular claim: “Everything was 
diff erent, we’ll rewrite textbooks and history.” Then it depends 
on under what pseudo-scientifi c veil they are cloaked. From 
“mysteries of Czech history” to “sacred areas of energy in the Czech 
landscape” to healers, numerology, astrology and fortune-tellers.

So what’s the deal with the Bermuda Triangle? Did any new 
facts come to light since the release of your book?
I see that you have not read my book. It suffi  ces to prove, and it 
has been proven many times, that fewer ships and aircraft, than 
are statistically supposed to, vanish in the so-called Bermuda 
Triangle. And look at the hoopla that goes on there on the 
surface and in the air! And how dangerous the shoals on the 
Bahamian Platform are! It’s simply a journalistic invention, which 
other charlatans and eccentrics feed on. I would like to point out 
a show on American television, where Berlitz, one of the principal 
proponents of the triangle, was interviewed. When asked how 
he actually found out about the dire signals sent from the lost 
squadron, he answered that Captain Andersen told him. The 
captain was in the studio and denied it. Berlitz then said that he 
was mistaken and mentioned Lieutenant Gould. But he also knew 
nothing. I thought: “Why does Berlitz allow himself to be made 
a fool of?” Then it dawned on me. Millions of people are watching 
the show and many of them will buy Berlitz’s book out of curiosity.

Which non-scientifi c theory do you consider to be
the greatest fraud today?
If you mean geology then certainly everything associated with the 
so-called geopathogenic zones, supposedly aff ecting human health 
and psyche. They are not properly defi ned. They can reportedly be 
measured, but what their eff ect is actually based on is between 
heaven and earth. What is the case with positive and negative 
energy? It’s drawn from what? From the history of the areas, from 
the rocks themselves? We do not know, but if you feel good 

somewhere because of nice memories, or pseudo-scientifi cally: 
you feel the positive energy, I have nothing against that. What 
is misleading are the published and supposedly statistically 
documented occurrences of cancer in inhabitants living above 
fault lines. Statisticians weep. The stories of houses and fl ats that are 
haunted, where the electricity goes off  on its own and suddenly 
everything ignites, are pretty amusing. But in the end a mischievous 
mummy’s boy admits to the “unexplained phenomena”.

Fortunately, less and less attention is paid to aliens, to whom 
everything from gigantic structures to the production of complex 
devices is attributed. I’m angered a little when all new geological 
fi ndings are classifi ed as “mysterious and puzzling”. And what 
about “the healing power of rocks and minerals?” How minerals are 
supposed to heal, that we won’t be told.

At fi rst glance it seems that as far as geology is concerned 
all major problems have already been resolved, but that is 
not so. You stated that, for example, about 2% of the vast 
areas of the ocean fl oor have been geologically mapped, that 
we can only speculate about the composition of the Earth’s 
core and so on. What scientifi c questions currently stimulate 
the geological community the most? In which areas do you 
think we can expect another big surprise?
I have to correct you, the ocean fl oor continues to be explored 
in detail, and today knowledge of its surface is approaching 14%. 
It’s not uniform, oceanic ridges, trenches, marginal seas, that we 
know better than the horribly dull abyssal plains, covered with and 
levelled by thick sediments.

On the other hand, many geological questions were already 
answered by our predecessors, let us not forget that! Our middle-
aged and young geological generations are active, and every year 
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# Winning is just as important as participating! We modifi ed the 
Olympic phrase slightly (Klamovka, around 1990).
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there is something new. What is the relationship between the 
Moldanubicum and Moravicum? How old is the largest part of the 
Moldanubicum? How many Variscan nappes do we have? What did 
the Lower Carboniferous ocean in Moravia look like? Was there a real 
rift in the Krušné hory Piedmont or not? How did granulites form? 
How deep did tectonic plates subduct? Did one huge delta spread 
across the Cretaceous ocean, or did hundreds of sub-aqueous 
dunes form along the bottom? Of the general geological questions, 
terrestrial heat troubles me the most. The decay of radioactive 
elements does not suffi  ce, neither do tectonic movements, the case 
of residual heat is precarious, and solar radiation does not help.

Besides geology, sports are still important to you...
Life without sports would not mean a thing. I‘ll try to list the sports 
according to my success and preference: athletics, basketball, 
tennis, swimming, boxing, soccer, volleyball. Sports were popular 
in our institute, and I fondly recall the encounters of the Czech, 
German and French geological surveys. In recent years, my sports 
activities were not only infl uenced by my age but also by “tragic” 
events. First they demolished my sauna at the Žlutá swimming 
pool, then the popular swimming pool in Úvaly was closed, and 
we may be evicted from the tennis courts at Klamovka.

Of your many popular science books, the Geologická abeceda 
(“The Geological Alphabet”) is special. It includes basic 
geological concepts that you even put into verse. It seems as 
if a poet resides in every good geologist. Only in the Czech 
Geological Survey have I had the privilege to meet the poets 
Vladimír Sattran, Zdena Petáková, Ladislav Zedník or your 
student and admirer Tomáš Vorel, who is about to release 
the collection Když naprší ti do žigulíka (“When It Rains Into 
Your Zhiguli”). What do you think of the relationship between 
geology and poetry? And what is the attitude of Zdeněk 
Kukal toward poems and literature in general?
There really are a few geologists who do write poems, and quite 
nicely. I admit that I was interested in rhyme since I was about 
eight or nine. My fi rst attempt was to rhyme some stories about 
animals by Ernest Thompson Seton, but I remember only “A ten 

narval obrovský, / má ten roh jenom z kosti.” (“And the huge narwhal’s 
horn, / is only made of bone.”) In high school it was fashionable 
to write poetry, and letters to girls had to rhyme. I remember 

that being infl uenced by manuscripts we tried to forge others, 
even in old Czech. Unfortunately none were preserved. Later 
on, while already at the Geological Survey, I was mechanically 
describing rock slices from dozens of boreholes. They were parts 
of fi nal reports. I got the idea, and I don’t know why, to write one 
of these descriptions in verse. I only remember one brilliant one: 
“...akcesorií jak malin, / zirkon, rutil a turmalin. / Kdyby někdo smíchy 

pukal, / zpracoval to Zdeněk Kukal” (“...accessories numerous as 
raspberries, / zircon, rutile and tourmaline. / If someone begins 
to laugh, / Zdeněk Kukal wrote this paragraph.”) Thankfully, this 
invention never made it into the fi nal report after being discovered 
by project leader Dr. Vladimír Havlíček during a review of the work. 
Fortunately he did not insist on having me rhyme everything.

You recently lent me your favorite book “The Horrors of 
Love” by Jean Dutourd, a story of an aging man and a young 
secretary. Why do you read this book, in particular, every year 
again and again? And may I ask what “horrors of love” have 
you experienced yourself?
The book that I in fact consider the most admirable are humanity’s 
greatest moments ingeniously recounted in Die Sternstunden der 

Menchheit (newly translated as “Shooting Stars”, the original title is 
more magnifi cent) by the Austrian Stefan Zweig.

But I most often read “The Horrors of Love”, probably once 
every year or two. French people usually understand when 
I mention this. With Czechs it’s not the same, even though 
a smaller fan club of “The Horrors of Love” exists... You immerse 
yourself into Paris, experience the life of a fashionable yet elderly 
senator, secretary, their families and surroundings. As in a Greek 
tragedy, the writer is told everything by an informed friend, 
everything sounds credible and is psychologically perfected.

And have I experienced the “horrors of love”? Certainly not such 
horrors as portrayed by Jean Dutourd. Let us say that everyone, or 
almost everyone, experiences the diffi  culties and joys of love. If we 
kept a fi le of statistics, my life would be somewhere in the middle. 

You are often invited to appear on radio or television when 
some catastrophe occurs. Today, experts are often asked to 
express their views on anything, and immediately. Although 
you’re really not one of these so-called fast-thinkers, you were 
very quick-witted in a recent episode of Hyde Park. Was there 
ever a question that you could not respond to, or did you 
predict something that ended up being completely diff erent?
On television and radio I feel like at home. Perhaps I got invited 
because I always arrived on time and responded to questions like 
a good boy in full sentences. There were dozens of appearances, 
ranging from sound bites to Hyde Park. The main topics were 
disasters such as tsunamis, dust storms and ocean currents. 
Lately I have been searching for the missing Malaysian plane, 
but unfortunately to no avail. With regard to delicate questions, 
I predicted the fate of the polluted waters in the Gulf of Mexico 
after the oil disaster fairly well. I did not have a good conscience, 
but it ended up approximately as I had predicted.

The biggest problem I had on the radio was on the “Hovory D” 
show with a great guy, the actor, Jaroslav Dušek. He fl ooded me 
with some of his favorite fantasies, culminating with the discovery 

# With minister Ing. Karel Dyba at the Prague Castle during 
a geological conference organized by the Czech Geological Survey (1994).





that the pyramids are made of artifi cial limestone. I told him that I had 
such a stone at home and that it was a typical nummulitic limestone.

I would also like to briefl y mention lectures. There were many 
and the main themes included Atlantis, the Bermuda Triangle, 
catastrophies, the ocean, and anything having to do with geology. 
An unforgettable moment occurred during a visit to one cultural 
centre where they introduced me thusly: “We welcome among us 
the well-known writer Z. K., who will show you what he can do.”

Now Peter, what would you do, begin singing or doing 
somersaults?

You have been an employee of the Czech Geological Survey 
for many years, and you were even its director in the fi rst half 
of the 1990s. As one who knows its history, how do you view 
the fate of our institute in the course of time?
The early 1990s were critical, the threat of absurd opinions calling 
for the privatization of the state, and I stress state geological 
survey, the establishment of an institution and integration under 
the ministry of economy, revenge sought by old staff  at high 
positions for the dissolution of the Czech Geological Offi  ce. In 
the end, they kicked us out of the palaces in Malá Strana. It is 
incredible that we managed to defend ourselves and even to go 
on the off ensive with a little luck and the help of infl uential friends.

Did you know that we are actually based in the palace in 
Klárov because of Czech legionnaires in Russia? In the critical year 
of 1992, when they moved us out of the Malá Strana palaces, 
I was appointed to the Government Council for Research and 
Development. Its chairman was Igor Němec, the audit offi  ce 
minister, who was also responsible for the distribution of buildings. 
His advisor was Franta Králík, our long-time employee. After the 

fi rst meeting of the council, we talked with Ing. Němec about his 
father, an offi  cer in the legions in Russia, and about my uncle, who 
experienced the entire Russian campaign from Yekaterinburg to 
Vladivostok. We understood each other and the minister helped us 
fi nd this nice building of the former Klárov Institute for the Blind.

You once said that you view the Czech Geological Survey 
somewhat as your child. I suppose that this concerns mainly 
its post-revolutionary transition. Can we say that after twenty 
years that child has matured according to your expectations, 
or is it, let’s say, mischievous?
I have aged, the CGS has grown young, from its director to 
technology. Nobody doubts the mission of the state geological 
survey, which has developed and crystallized among the surveys 
around the world. The child, as I called the institute, had and has 
more than one father. It has matured, wisened up, it’s no longer 
helpless, it has an electron microscope and not just a rock hammer, 
data from satellites, it travels abroad, it learns from the experienced 
and raises the premature children of less developed countries. 
Our child has even ventured to provide high-quality siblings to 
the university and the Academy of Sciences. The child already 
ranks among teens and older children, it has fi lled the generation 
gap, and it has become a clever geological kid. It is already capable 
of educating the next generation, to convince it that other 
discoveries await and to encourage its geological curiosity... I think 
that as one of the fathers I am proud of such a child.

Our child, in many ways you have it easier in life than your paternal 
generation, the know-it-all Google as well as foreign contacts and 
ties will help you. Be aware of exaggerated self-confi dence and 
remember that your fathers are still here to advise you.
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Doc. RNDr. Zdeněk Kukal, DrSc. (born on 29. 11. 1932), geologist, oceanographer, teacher and 
popularizer of earth sciences. His career is connected with the Czech Geological Survey, which he 
joined after graduating from the Faculty of Science at Charles University. He was the Survey’s director 
in 1992–1997 and works for the CGS to this day. He specialized in sedimentology and also in 
oceanography and marine geology. He spent many years as an expert in foreign countries. After 
exploring the sea in Cuba, he was a professor at the University of Baghdad and at the Iraq Geological 
Survey. In 1975–1980, he worked at Kuwait University. Later, he participated in a number of 
oceanographic expeditions in the Atlantic Ocean, the Persian Gulf and the Black Sea, and his book 
on the oceans is still an important textbook on oceanography.

He has published over 350 scientifi c papers in Czech and foreign journals, and hundreds of popular scientifi c articles. He is the author 
of 20 scientifi c books (e.g. Základy sedimentologie [”The Fundamentals of Sedimentology“], Základy oceánografi e [”The Fundamentals of 
Oceanography“], Pří rodní katastrofy [”Natural Catastrophes“], Rychlost geologických procesů [”The Rate of Geological Processes“], Horninové 

prostředí – jeho stav a ochrana [”The Geological Environment – Its Status and Protection“]). In addition, he wrote 18 popular science 
books (Atlantis [”Atlantis“], Geologická paměť krajiny [”Geological Memory of the Landscape“], Člověk a kámen [”Man and Stone“], Hrady 

Čech a Moravy – z čeho jsou a na čem stojí [”Castles in Bohemia and Moravia – What They Are Made Of and Built On“], Oceán – pevnina 

budoucnosti [”The Ocean – Land of the Future“], Tajemství bermud ského trojúhelníku [”Mysteries of the Bermuda Triangle“], Geologická 

abeceda [”The Geological Alphabet“], and others). Five of his books have been translated into English and four into Russian. He constantly 
devotes his time to popularizing geology and science in general, gives public lectures, works with the press, radio and television, writes 
about interesting events and natural disasters. 
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